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Abstract

From a sample of over 989'000 events taken at the experiment H1 using the new Fast Track Trigger

(Ftt), a new measurement of the differential cross section for diffractive p" photoproduction is

performed in the kinematic range 20 < W-m < 90 GeV and |r| < 3 GcV2.

The large data sample allows for a measurement of the cross section double differentially in W1[,
and t and thus the energy dependence of this process for eight / values in a single experiment.
From this data, the pomeron trajectory in elastic p° photoproduction is determined to be

aF (f) = 1.097 ± 0.004 (ataf)tU öos (*W*) + (0.133 ± 0.027 (stat) 1
o o^o («tf*)) GeV-2 • t.

In 2002 the first complete readout chip (PS143) for the pixel detector at the Compact Muon

Solenoid (CMS) became available at the Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI), Villigen. After extensive

tests of the single readout chip, the first prototype modules were assembled and tested electrically.
The experience obtained from these modules was used to optimize the next generation of modules

and to establish an efficient and simple assembly line for mass production of these modules for the

CMS experiment at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC).

Zusammenfassung

Eine neue Messung des differentiellen Wirkungsquerschnittes für diffraktive p° Photoproduktion
im kinematischen Bereich 20 < W1P < 90GcV und \t\ < 3 GeV2 wird präsentiert. Das zu

Grunde liegende Daten Sample umfasst über 989'000 Ereignisse welche am Hl Experiment mit

Hilfe des neuen schnellen Spurtriggers aufgezeichnet wurden.

Das Daten Sample ist gross genug, um die Messung doppelt differenticll in W7P and t zu machen

und somit auch die Energieabhängigkeit bei acht Werten von t in nur einem einzigen Experiment
zu messen. Aus diesen Daten wird die Pomeron Trajektorie extrahiert mit den Werten

«P (/) = 1.097 ± 0.004 (.s/o/)±^ («W«) + (0-133 ± 0.027 {*lat)±% ^ (sys)) GeV"2 • t.

Der erste komplette Prototyp des Auslesechips PS143 für den Pixel Detektor des Compact Muon
Solenoid (CMS) Experimentes traf 2002 am Paul Scherrer Institut (PS1) in Villigen ein. Nach

ausführlichen Test zur Funktionalität des Chips wurden die ersten Prototyp Module gebaut und

ihre elektrischen Eigenschaften getestet. Die erworbenen Erfahrungen wurden einerseits dazu

verwendet um die nächste Generation von Modulen zu verbessern und andererseits um eine ein¬

fache und effiziente Produktionslinie zu erstellen mit der die Massenproduktion der Module für

das CMS Experiment am Large Hadron Collider (LHC) bewältigt werden kann.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Hadronic processes can be classified in two distinct classes: soft processes and hard processes.

Soft processes, such as diffractive light vector meson production, have only one typical energy

scale which is of the order of the hadron size R (~ 1 fin). The momentum transfer squared t is

usually small (\t\ ~ 1/R2 ~ a few 100 MeV2) and the dependence of the cross section on / is

characterized by an exponential fall-off (dolf'/dt ~ exp(-R2 • |/|)). The large length scale R

makes these processes intrinsically non-perturbative and therefore perturbative quantum chromo-

dynamics (pQCD) cannot describe them adequately. A proper description of soft processes can be

achieved by the approach of the ReGGE theory, where the soft hadronic phenomena are assumed

to be dominated by the exchange of a quaint object, the pomeron.

Hard processes on the other hand, have besides the soft energy scale (which is still of the order of

the hadron size) at least one further 'hard' scale which determines the order of magnitude of the

momentum transfer squared t (> 1 GeV2). The r dependence of the cross section is usually given
by a power law. Deep inelastic scattering (DIS) and large pT jet production arc typical examples
for hard processes, which can be described by the use of pQCD.

The study of diffraction in hadronic physics began in the 1960ies with the startup of the first

high-energy accelerators. The characteristic features of hadronic diffraction were found to be

• steep momentum transfer distributions

• a slow increase with energy of the cross section (total and elastic)

• a narrowing of the forward peak with increasing energy called 'shrinkage'

With the commissioning of the accelerators Hera and Tevatron in the '90ies, the experimentalists
observed unexpectedly high rates of diffractive physics in DIS at Hera as well as in jet physics at

the Tevatron. Thus the field of diffractive physics could be studied from a different perspective and

gave hope to a more complete understanding of the high energy diffraction than hitherto achieved,

i.e. to close the gap between soft and hard processes.
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With the new colliders also new energy frontiers became accessible. At the Hera collider elec¬

trons (or positrons1 ) and protons arc collided head on. A large fraction of the collisions can be

interpreted as photon-proton ('yp) interactions2 where a virtual photon is radiated off the electron.

The elastic photoproduction of vector mesons is such a process:

1 P Vp with V = p, lü, (ft, (1-1)

Vector meson production was already studied in fixed target experiments with center of mass en¬

ergies up to W1P £z 20GcV in the early years of diffractive physics. With Hera it was possible
to reach center of mass energies of up to W7P œ 200 GeV.
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Figure 1.1: The total ^p cross section o[^, and olp for various vector mesons. The full lines

are fits to the photoproduction cross section while the dashed lines indicate a power law energy

dependence as stated on the right hand side.

Elastic photoproduction of light vector mesons at high energies exhibits the typical features of a

soft diffractive process, namely a weak energy dependence of the cross section and an exponential

1
Most data at Hera were taken using positrons (c"1" ) instead ot electrons (c~ ), from now on 'electron' refers to both

particles.

"Also referred to as photoproduelion processes.
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dependence on the squared four momentum transfer at the proton vertex (/). Those dependencies
are also typical for elastic hadron-hadron scattering and are consistent with the vector meson dom¬

inance model (VDM) where the photon is assumed to fluctuate into a virtual vector meson before

interacting with the proton.

Even though elastic photoproduction of pl> mesons has been studied in many experiments and

analyses also at Hera [1-19] , many aspects in the high energy domain remain uncertain, in par¬

ticular the energy dependence of the cross section with increasing W7P (Fig. 1.1). The previous
measurements extracted the cross sections differentially in t for a fixed W1V and combined their

results with other experiments (different Ww) to extract this energy dependence.

This thesis presents an analysis done at the HI experiment, where the cross section is determined

double differentially in W7p and f and the energy dependence is extracted from a measurement at

a single experiment differentially in t.

During a major upgrade project at the Hera collider, the HI experiment was equipped with a new

highly selective track trigger which allows for a very efficient triggering of vector mesons and thus

provides a large enough data sample to extract the cross section double differentially.



Chapter 2

An Introduction to High Energy
Particle Diffraction

2.1 Kinematics

2.1.1 Two Body Processes

All relevant processes in this thesis are two body reactions A + B —> C + D as illustrated in

Fig. 2.1.

A C

s — eluvmuA

\ t — channel

Figure 2.1: The two body reaction A + B —-> C + D can be viewed in the .s-channel or the

/-channel.

Denoting p% as the four vector of particle i, the two Lorentz invariant variables ,s and t are then

defined as:

s = {pa + pb)2 = (pii ~ Pa)2 = ('Pc + Pd)2 = (pc ~ Pd)2 (2.1 )

i = (pc-PA)'2 = (j>c+PA)2 = (PB-pn)'2 = (PR+Pr>)2 (2-2)

An important feature of such reactions is the crossing symmetry: For the reaction A+ß —> C+D

the square of the center of mass energy is given by s while r is the squared four momentum transfer.
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For the crossed reaction A + C —> B + D the two variables are interchanged; t is the square

of the center of mass energy and s the squared four momentum transfer. Two body reactions can

therefore be looked at either in the «-channel or the f-channel.

2.1.2 Electron - Proton Scattering

A schematic diagram of the reaction c+p —> e' + Y is shown in Fig. 2.2. Within the electroweak

theory the exchanged gauge boson for neutral current (NC) interactions can either be a photon (7)

or a neutral weak vector boson (Z{))x.

«W

YM

Figure 2.2: Generic cp scattering event with the kinematic variables. The electron interacts via a

photon exchange with the proton.

The kinematics of such an event can be described by the following variables

a = {k + pf

Q2^

4 • Ep- Ee

W2

-(k-h'f

(q + pf

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

with s being the square of the ep center of mass energy, Et,^ the energy of the incoming electron

(proton) beam, Q2 the momentum transfer at the electron vertex and W2p the 7p center of mass

energy squared.

'The Zn exchange is supressed by a factor ~ Q2/(QZ I M|) and can be neglected for the kinematic phase space

considered in this thesis (Q2 < 4GeV2).
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Further kinematical variables in ep-scattering are

y = -,— (2-6)
/,• p

Q2
(2.7)

2-q-p

where y is the fraction of the beam electron energy carried by the photon in the proton rest frame,

commonly called the inelasticity, and x is the Bjorken Scaling variable denoting the fraction of

the beam-proton energy carried by the struck quark in the infinite momentum frame.

The following relations between the kinematical variables are useful

Q2 = x-ya (2.8)

W2p = y*-Q2 + rnl (2.9)

2.1.3 Vector Meson Production

The diffractive production of vector mesons (V ~ p, (ft, w,...) can either be clastic

ep—>epV (2.10)

or inelastic

ep—>eYV (2.11)

where the proton dissociates. The latter process is often referred to as proton dissociation. The

two diagrams for the production processes are given in Fig. 2.3.

2.2 Equivalent Photon Approximation and Vector Meson Dominance

Model

The incoming electron emits a virtual photon which then interacts with the proton. Therefore it is

appropriate to consider the interaction as photon-proton interaction.

For such events the Lorentz invariant variable t can be expressed as

\t\ = (p-p'f (2.12)

with p and // the four-momenta of the incoming and scattered proton.

The ep cross sections at the HERA collider are related to the virtual 7/> cross sections by the photon

flux from the electron which can be modeled by the improved Weizsäcker-William s Approxima¬

tion (WWA) [20-23], also referred to as equivalent photon approximation2. The ep cross section

factorises into the yp cross section and the transverse photon flux IV:

'WWA describes the incoming particle as beam of photons with the same energy spectrum as the field of the particle,

namely transverse components.
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V(p,<j>,(Jj,...')

P<J>) ]K)i)

e'(k')

V(p,<ft,uj,...)

Y(jjT)

(a) elastic process ep — rp\ (b) proton-dissociative process i. p —> lYV

Figure 2.3: The diffractive production processes for p{). In (a) the proton scatters clastically while

in (b) the proton dissociates. The latter case is called inelastic or proton dissociative process.

Vm m Vinax

?n> = / d-U / dQ2 Ti(y,Q2) • (Tlp(y,Q2
i/min Q2

6 min

with Tr(y,Q'2
nem It./, \2 o 2 Ü

(2.13)

(2.14)

where ncm is the fine structure constant and T7?e the electron mass. The integrated flux of trans¬

versely polarized photons $ can be defined as

*= J Ay J <iq2-vt(v,Q'2)

Vrain O'
v nun

(2.15)

Relating y and W, the pp cross section for a bin extending from Wmn < W < Wm,lx, Qmm <

Q2 < Qmax can be related to the yp cross section by:

<Tep = $-(7lp({Wlp),{Q2)) (2.16)

From the measurement one gets the ep cross section whereas the theoretical predictions are cal¬

culated for the 7/> cross section. With Eq. (2.16) it is possible to extract the 'yp cross section from

the measured ip cross section for comparisons.
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Photon-hadron collisions have similar properties and behavior as hadron-hadron collisions. The

uncertainty principle allows the photon to fluctuate into a qq pair with the same quantum numbers

as the photon (Jpr — 1~" ; Q = S = B = 0), namely vector mesons. If the fluctuation happens

long before the interaction, it can be assumed that the vector meson interacts with the proton

(Fig. 2.4).

V

Figure 2.4: Vector meson production in the vector meson dominance model (VDM). The photon
fluctuates into a light vector meson and interacts clastically with the proton.

The vector meson dominance model (VDM) [24-28] describes the photon therefore as superposi¬
tion of a bare QED3 photon |7qed) and an hadronic part \h)

|7>-Ar|7QED) + X] \h)
Tti

(2.17)

where N is a normalization factor, e is the electron charge and y^ denotes the VDM coupling

constants [29]:

A.-K aree

a2minh
(2.18)

with tt(im being the fine structure constant and mn and r,.,. the mass and partial width F(e+f ~) of

the vector meson respectively.
While VDM allows only light vector mesons (p°, lu and <ft) as hadronic components of \h), further

contributions to the hadronic part are considered in the generalized vector meson dominance model

(GVD). A more detailed description of these models can be found in [27,30,31].

'Quantum ElectroDynamics
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2.3 Diffraction: A Definition

The term diffraction was first used by Francesco Maria Grtmaldi (1618 - 1663) who collected

his optical observations and speculations in his book 'Physico-Mathesis de lumine, coloribus, el

iride'.

In nuclear high energy physics the term was introduced in the 1950ies by Landau and his school

[32,33J. It is used in strict analogy with the optical phenomenon of diffraction where the intensity

of the diffracted light at small angles i9 and large wave numbers k is given by

1(d) ~=y(())(l bk2d2) (2.19)

where b ~ R2, the squared radius of the obstacle or the hole in the screen and q ~ kO is the

momentum transfer. The intensity has a forward peak and a rapid decrease. The same behavior is

observed for diffractive hadronic processes where the differentia] cross sections can be expressed

as

da

~d~t

da

d^
-b\t\

t=o

da

dt
(t = 0) (1 - b\t\) (2.20)

for small values oft4. Despite these similarities, the optical analogy is not fully applicable, i.e. the

observed shrinkage of the forward peak with increasing energy is seen solely in hadronic diffrac¬

tion but not in optics.

Classes of Diffractive Processes

The diffractive hadronic processes can be grouped in three classes: elastic scattering, single and

double diffraction.

Figure 2.5: The three classes of diffractive hadronic processes: Elastic scattering (a), single

diffraction (b) and double diffraction (c).

4At high energies the squared momentum transfer is proportional to the scatlering angle: |(| ot 'a'2.
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• elastic scattering
The incident particles emerge after the collision

1+2—>l' + 2' (2.21)

This interaction is the process of interest for this analysis.

• single diffraction

Here one of the incident particles dissociates into a higher mass stale with the same quantum

numbers while the other particle emerges unscathed

1 + 2 — Xi + 2' (2.22)

• double diffraction

Both incident particles dissociate into a higher mass state with the same quantum numbers

1 + 2 —> Xi + X-2 (2.23)

A definition of diffraction in purely particle physics terms can be stated as follows [34]:

1. A reaction in which no quantum numbers are exchanged between the colliding particles is,

at high energies, a diffractive reaction.

As only the vacuum quantum numbers can be exchanged, the emerging particles have to

have the same quantum numbers as the incident particles. Diffraction then is the phe¬

nomenon taking place asymptotically with increasing energies.

For an elastic scattering like Eq. (2.21) it is trivial to recognize it as diffractive process

defined as above. In the case where the final state is not fully reconstructed, i.e. Eq. (2.23),

this definition is not very useful. Therefore a more applicable definition of diffraction can

be formulated [34]:

2. A reaction is characterized by a large, non-exponentially suppressed, rapidity gap~ in the

final state.

From this definition a reaction such as Eq. (2.23) would be diffractive if the observed rapid¬

ity gap (angular separation) between X\ and X-2 is large.

The phenomenology of diffraction is successfully described within the theoretical framework of

Rhggh theory. It models the hadronic reactions at high energies as exchange of objects called

REGGri trajectories characterized according to the exchanged quantum numbers. The trajectory
with the vacuum quantum numbers dominating the high energy domain is called pomeron trajec¬

tory.

5See Sect. 4.2 for the delmition of rapidity.
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2.4 An Introduction to REGGE Theory

...Regge theory remains one of the great truths in particle physics...

Don nachte & Landshoff [35]

2.4.1 Regge Trajectories

Regge theory [36] investigates the dynamics of hadrons by studying the two particle scattering

A+B -—> C+D in the /-channel and the use of the crossing symmetry (Sect. 2.1.1 ). The quantum

numbers for the exchanged object are the same in both the «-channel and the f-channel. The two

channels are assumed to share a common scattering amplitude A(t, s) as given in Eq. (2.24), but

involve different regions of s and t.

A(t, s) <x Af(t) P*(cos i?<) (2.24)

with A((t) being the partial wave amplitudes, P( the Legendre polynomials and 0/ the scattering

angles in the center of mass system of the f-channel reaction. The partial wave amplitude can be

identified with a propagator-like term for the exchanged particle of mass M

Mt) K T=%- a25)

Assuming all incident particles have the same mass6 m, the scattering angle can be expressed as

cos^l-l
"*

,.
(2.26)

t — 4m-

The poles of A((t) from Eq. (2.25) are identified with bound states with respective masses rrif and

correspond to the exchanged particles.

Regge's idea [37,38] was to continue A(t,s) to complex angular momentum I and thus obtain

an interpolating function A(f71), which reduces to A((t) for /; = 0,1,2 and is defined for

complex angular momentum ('.

The sequence of poles for H — Ly at t — ty, (. ~ L2 at / = t2, is interpreted as single moving

Regge pole at ? — n(t), where a(t) is called /?EGGE trajectory.

When (\(1) is equal to an integer value L for a certain energy f, this corresponds to a resonance or

a bound state with f = L and mass and width given by t( = m2L — iniiX- The same trajectory

also has a pole at the real value t — rrip for a complex f = L + lmo/(i). These real values in

with Re(a(tR)) = L correspond to particles with masses rn2L = t^ and spin L. In Fig. 2.6(a) the

p trajectory is plotted as determined from the charge exchange reaction ir~p — 7r°r? [39,40]. For

/ = rn2 the trajectory takes the value of the spin of the p: c*(m2p) — 1.

For different processes, in general, other vector mesons can mediate the interaction where the

mediating particles are determined by quantum number conservation. The masses and spins of

6Basically this is only true in the case of elastic scattering of identical particles, but as long as all incident particles

are on their mass shell, the mass differences become negligible in the considered high energy limit.
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these particles plotted against each other in the spin-t-plane, the so called Chcw-Frautschi plot [41 ],

lie almost on a straight line as shown in Fig. 2.6(b). Each of these lines represents a REGGE

trajectory of the form

cy(t) — «o + a' t. (2.27)

/(GsVJl

t- ciienml region

a,
C/3

2 3 4 5 6 7

t = m2 [GeV2]

(a) The p trajectory as extracted from the reaction

K~p^ x"n [39,40J.

(h) Various vector meson trajectories plotted in

the Chew-Frautschi plane. Each trajectory can be

parametrized as straight line as in Eq. (2.27).

Figure 2.6: A single Regge trajectory (a) with the interpolation between the s and t channel, and

leading mesonic trajectories (b).

Originally, Regge used the function A(P,t) to obtain the asymptotic behavior of the scattering

amplitude in the /.-channel for the unphysical limit cos t?/ —> — oo:

A(t,.s)
cos û t —y

— oo

(costf,)"(t) (2.28)

where a(t) is the leading trajectory with the largest real part for a fixed t. Using the crossing

symmetry where A(t,s) — A(s,t), the t-channel limit corresponds to the limit ,s -» oo for the

crossed «-channel reaction and yields for a fixed t value:

A(s,t) ~yï(/) (2.29)

The imaginary part of the forward amplitude A(s, t = 0) is related to the total cross section by the

optical theorem

ö"tot iiiiAM = o) -yw-1. (2.30)

In Regge theory one or more trajectories are exchanged instead of exchanging single particles
and one talks about a reggeon R exchange as shown in Fig. 2.7. Exchanging reggeons will not
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violate the Froissart-Martin [42,431 bound if n<(0) < 1. The Froissart-Martin bound limits the rate

of growth wilh energy of any cross section to

aM < At In2 s ~ (GO mb) In2 « (2.31 )
"4

: J = 0 + .7=1 + '.J =1
...

Figure 2.7: Reggeon exchange as formulated within the framework of Regge theory. Instead of

exchanging a single particle with definite spin, a whole family of resonances, so called Regge

trajectory, is exchanged in the t channel.

REGGE theory predicts, that the properties of ^-channel reactions (left side of the spin-t plane,

t < 0) are fixed by the properties of the REGGE trajectory formed by the exchanged particles on

the right side (/. > 0, «-channel) of the spin-t plane.

2.4.2 Shrinkage

The differential cross section is related to the scattering amplitude by

~^j2\A(8,t)\2 (2.32)

for large energies s. Inserting Eq. (2.29) yields

, / x 2(fY(i)-l)
d(T / S \' x

(2.33)
dt

where ,s0 is a scaling factor. For a single reggeon exchange with a trajectory given by Eq. (2.27)

the differential cross section can be written as

da ( s
2(fv(0)-l)

„
-

. ,
e"/(0 (2-34)

d/. \s0/

where f(t) describes the functional dependence of the fall off of the cross section. REGGE theory

models f(t) in case of vector meson production as:

/(/.) = |/| • (fco + 2a'r In (,s/.s'n)) (2.35)

with fc0 and Wo being free parameters. For increasing energies s the fall off /(/) rises which

corresponds to the shrinkage of the forward peak mentioned in Sect. 2.3.

Altogether the differential cross section for elastic vector meson production within the framework

of Regge theory can be expressed as
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da

~df (t,wip)
da

~dï
f-0,W7l,^W(i

W1V,

Wo

4(n(0)-l)
-6» |t|

Wo
(2.36)

where s has been replaced by W2ni, the squared center of mass energy for photon-proton interac¬

tions.

2,4.3 Pomeron

The Regge trajectories from Fig. 2.6(b) have intercepts «(0) which are less than 0.5 and their

exchange would lead to a total cross section (Eq. (2.30)) decreasing with increasing energy ,s.

Experimentally the opposite is observed as can be seen in Fig. 1.1: While for low center of mass

energies a decreasing <7toi is observed, it starts to rise toward higher energies.

To preserve Regge theory the existence of a trajectory with intercept on > 1 had to be introduced.

Gell-Mann named it 'Pomeranchukon trajectory' after Pomeranchuk, who derived his theorems

about the asymptotic behavior of the differences of cross sections in 1958 [44], For simplicity, the

name was later on abbreviated to pomeron trajectory.

Studies by Donnachie and Landshoff [351 showed that the use of only two main trajectories is

sufficient to describe the data of total hadron-hadron cross sections: An effective meson trajectory
and the pomeron trajectory. The parameters of the trajectories are given in Table 2.1.

Parameters of the two main trajectories

Trajectory Intercept <ro Slope a'

Effective meson 0.4525 0.9 GeV"2

Pomeron 1.0808 0.25 GeV"2

Table 2.1: The parameters of the two main Regge trajectories by Donnachie and Landshoff.

Since the intercept for the effective meson trajectory is smaller than 1, only the pomeron trajec¬

tory contributes to the total cross section (Eq. (2.30)) at high energies. The pomeron trajectory is

therefore responsible for the rise of the total cross section with increasing center of mass energy

squared ,s. Most processes contributing to the total cross section have very small p^ which led to

the term soft pomeron for the interaction.

The recurrences of the pomeron trajectory do not correspond to any known particle and are ex¬

pected to be glueballs. A 2++ candidate from [45] is compatible with the parameters of the

pomeron trajectory from Donnachie and Landshoff and is shown in Fig. 2.8.

Early measurements of the total hadronic jp cross section at HERA [16,18] are in agreement

with the Donnachie and Landshoff parametrizations. Therefore also at HERA the rise of the total

hadronic jp cross section with the center of mass can be described by the soft pomeron.
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Figure 2.8: The pomeron trajectory with the parameters from Donnachie and Landshoff [35] with

a glueball candidate [45].

2.5 pQCD Models

In perturbative QCD (pQCD) diffractive vector meson production is described by the exchange of

a colorless two-gluon system. This can either be a simple two-gluon pomeron or a gluon ladder.

For the latter, the leading logarithmic approximation (LLA) is applied, which encompasses the

whole system of LLA ladder diagrams. The corresponding diagrams are given in Fig. 2.9.

(a) 2 gluon exchange (b) gluon ladder

Figure 2.9: The 2 gluon and gluon-ladder pQCD leading order diagrams for the Pomeron ex¬

change. In total arc all four combinations of the two gluons coupling to the two quarks considered.
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A pQCD equivalent of the pomeron is postulated within the framework of the BFKL formal¬

ism [46]. It is an asymptotic (,r —> 0) of the scattering amplitude in pQCD in a kinematic region,

where the logarithmic scale is large, oÄ ln(l/.r) » 1, and the virtualities of the incoming particles

are more or less the same.

The highest eigenvalue of the BFKL equation is related to the intercept of the pomeron. In leading
order (LO) it turns out to be rather large, rio^Ht-KL — 1 + 12 ln(kv.s/7r) ~ 1.55 for c*s = 0.2. Since

the running of the QCD coupling constant «,s is not included and the allowed kinematic range of

LO BFKL is not known, next-to-leading order (NLO) calculations are important. NLO corrections

to the BFKL resummation of energy logarithms were found to be large [47,48] and the resulting
NLO BFKL pomeron intercept is about o/o,bfkl — 1.165. No information on the slope is given
in [46] and it is assumed to be zero. The resulting BFKL pomeron trajectory would then be

«BFKL - 1-165 (2.37)
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Chapter 3

Monte Carlo Modelling

The Monte Carlo methods (MC) are a class of computational algorithms for simulating the behav¬

ior of various physical and mathematical systems. They are distinguished from other simulation

methods by being stochastic, using mostly random numbers as opposed to deterministic algo¬

rithms.

In particle physics these methods are embedded in Monte Carlo Generators which randomly com¬

pute the 4-vectors of particles on parton level within the physical context of the generator. These

generated four vectors are further processed by dedicated simulation routines (HISIM, GEANT)

to simulate the detector response. The output of the simulation routines is used as input for the

reconstruction mechanism (H1REC) of the detector. This assures that the generated processes

undergo the identical reconstruction and analysis chain as the actual data.

3.1 The diffVM Generator

AU MC simulations used in this analysis are based on the diffVM Generator [49]. It was written

to simulate diffractive vector meson production in ep scattering at Hera using the framework of

Regge theory and the VDM. Both elastic and proton dissociative vector meson production can be

generated.

The virtual photon emission from the incident electron is generated using the equivalent photon

approximation. Angle and energy are calculated depending on y and Q2. The helicity of the

emitted photon is also generated and relevant for angular distributions of the vector meson decay

particles and the Q2 dependence of the cross section. Additional photon emissions from initial or

final state radiation are not implemented.

Within the VDM, the photon fluctuates into a virtual vector meson prior to the interaction. The

cross section for transversely polarized photons is parametrized as

T
_

( 1
O „

- CT7p 2

V + ft
(3.1)
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with A = my the mass of the vector meson produced in the reaction. The cross section ratio for

longitudinally to transversely polarized photons is implemented as follows

R(Q2) = °Jtz
= -JaL^, (3.2)

CT * 1 4- \ C±L-

with ( a constant parameter of the Q2 dependence of R and \ a purely phenomenological param¬

eter limiting R(Q2) to - for Q2 » A2. For A = my and \ = 0 Eq. (3.2) reduces to

R(Q2) = çQ- (3.3)
m

giving aA —> 0 for Q~ —> 0 since real photons are transversely polarized.

As mentioned, diffVM uses the framework of Regge theory to describe the W7P and / dependence

of the jp cross section for vector meson production. According to Eq. (2.36) the cross section for

elastic scattering of the vector meson V and a proton within that framework can be written as

da
_

da

d7
"

dT
l=0,Wlp=W()

f-*i. ( |,y <34,

with

b(Wyp) = b(Wo) + «'In {^\ (3.5)

for a fixed center-of-mass energy W7P and momentum transfer squared t. Free input parameters

are the slope parameter fe(Wh) at a fixed value of W7P, the intercept of the exchanged pomeron

trajectory 1 + e and its slope o/. The mass of the vector meson is generated according to a non-

relativistic Breit-Wigner distribution.

For the inelastic scattering, the diffractive dissociation of the proton is modelled according to

d2a /(My)
OC TTTT—X (3.6)

dfdMv M2(1+c)

with My being the mass of the dissociated system and r = 0.0808. For the low mass region

My < 1.9 GeV the deviations from a pure 1/(M2) ' 'E behavior are parametrized by the function

/(My) which was fitted to experimental data [50]. In this mass region, the dissociating system is

treated as one of the N*+ nucléon resonances (N(1440), N(1520), N(1680) and N(1700)) which

decay according to the measured branching ratios [51]. For the mass region My > 1.9 GeV, the

system is modeled as a quark-diquark system, where the quark is assumed to be scattered out of

the proton, and the hadronization is performed using the Lund fragmentation as implemented in

JETSET [52].
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For both elastic and dissociative simulations, 10 million events were generated and reconstructed

with the total 7/) cross section alp_o = 13.8mb corresponding to a simulated integrated Luminos¬

ity for the elastic (dissociative) simulation of 3.928 pb-1 (4.418 pb-1). The free parameters used

for the elastic and proton dissociative simulation are summarized in Table 3.1.

diffVM Generator Settings

process n A

[GeV]

X c«011 tv'gen

[GeV 2]

w0gen

[GeV] [GeV"2]

elastic 13.8 2.4 0.770 0.42 1.11 0.0808 0.0 90 5

proton-dissociative 13.8 2.4 0.770 0.42 1.11 0.0808 0.0 90 2

Table 3.1: diffVM Generator Settings of free input parameters for elastic and proton dissociative

simulation.

3.2 Kinematical Distributions

The distributions of the kinematic variables in the MC simulation vary often from the actual dis¬

tributions observed in the data. Therefore the MC events are reweightcd in the corresponding
kinematic variables to get the best possible description of the experimentally observed distribu¬

tions. For this analysis the relevant kinematic variables are Wlp, t and niw

• W1P and t

The differential cross section in t depends not only on t but also on Wlf) as can be seen

from Eq. (3.4). The MC generator models a purely exponential behavior in t, dolp/dt —

exp(bot) while the data shows an exponential decrease of the form dalp/dt oc exp(bot +

fr2,f2/2o) at low values of \t\. For larger \t\ values the decrease is dominated by a power law

behavior da^'/dt ex \t\~". The MC events are therefore reweighted to the form

da

^i7
(X f,(oln(l-M/«)) (3.7)

which smoothly interpolates between the two |/| regions. The parameter values are bo =

11.5 (6.2) GeV"2 at W0 = 90 GeV and a = 23(6.0) for elastic (proton-dissociative)

p° production. The coefficient a has been determined from fits of the form da1!'/d1 ex

exp(ft0/ + eQt2) for elastic production and fits to large \t\ data for the proton-dissociative

production [53]. For the generation of the elastic (proton-dissociative) sample, the bf pa¬

rameter was set to 5 (2) (Table 3.1) to enhance the statistics at large |t| values. Altogether,
the applied weight w(W7P, t) then takes the form
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w(W7p,0

ain(i-M/")
. ;t.,. (Win.

W()

4(e+a't)

<t;
1P,{

c'^'-'. en
W,

WÎ

4(f(ä',n+o'R|?n/)
(3.8)

with <t7/j,o = a7/J(W0) and a^0 =

a^p\W(o
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Figure 3.1: The Wlp and t distributions for data (dots) and MC events. The MC distributions are

shown before (dashed) and after (solid) the reweighting.

• Di-pion Mass mW7T

The vector meson mass is generated according to a non-relativistic Breit-Wigner (nrBW)
distribution

nrBW^iriTrw) —

0.25 - r£0
m7 7/^ + 0.25-1^

(3.9)

with m,p = 0.770 GeV and Tp:0 — 0.150 GeV, in the mass range between mf( — 2rnw and

mhiE,h ~ ^"^ GeV. For the presented analysis the visible cross section is defined within the

mass range of miow = 2rn7r to mi,igh = rnp + 5 • Vp (see also Sect. 7.1). The MC events are

re-weighted to a skewed relativistic Breit-Wigner (rBW) distribution as it is implemented

in the model by Ross and Stodolsky [54] (see Sect. 6.5 for details)

rBW(m,wir,n)
rrip'ni^Tp

m 771' + (m0T
p>- p)

m.

m7

(3.10)
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with the momentum dependent width Tp defined in Hq. (6.14) on page (67) and the skewing

parameter ti given by [53,55]

n(l) = 6.1 -exp(-1.9r>GeV-2 |f|). (3.11)

The resulting weight function can be expressed as

rBW(m^,n)

'"h,Rl,

/ rBW(m,ri=i)) dm

w(r>>ww) = '°*—~~——" (3.12)

/ lu IÎW(in) din

loy.

Additionally to the kinematic variables, the distribution of the reconstructed z-vertex is reweighted

as well. As the position of the z-vertex heavily depends on the running conditions and beam

settings of the data taking period, the generated distribution in the MC events is broad. This

allows for a reweighting of the distribution to describe the experimentally observed distribution

without applying large weight factors. The distributions are adequately described by a gaussian
function with a linear background term:

f(z) = N-c °5VW») +p.z + q (3.13)

where N ha normalization factor, p and u are the mean and width of the gaussian and p and q are

the slope and intercept of the linear background term respectively. The weight is obtained from

the ratio

«,(-) -
JM~ (3.14)1 7
f&ea(z)

where f(z) represents the fit result from the real data and /8'"(^) was fitted to the simulated

events.

All numerical values of the applied parameters are summarized in Table 3.2. The parameters

labeled with 'gen' are either used as input settings for the diffVM generator or obtained from fits

to the simulated events.
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Figure 3.2: The rn^ and Z-Vertex distributions before (dashed) and after (solid) the reweighting.

Reweight Settings

Vy7P an

elastic

d*

proton-dissociative

Dipion mass m,ww Z-Vertex

<T() [pb] 11.5 9.78 7/7 ]ow [GcV] 0.27 N 76106.4

a 23 6 mhiKh [GeV] 1.52 M 0.436325

bo [GeV"2] 11.5 6.0 // 10.5415

Wo [GeV] 90 90 P 18.9412

i* 0.08 0.04 q 1948.25

a' [GeV"2] 0.125 0.0

°T [^b] 23 6 <Z [GeV] 0.27 jygen 74776.3

^en [GcV"2] 5 2 "C^ 2.27 pßl'u 0.938633

W{fn [GcV] 90 90 lAcn 12.9119

fge« 0.0808 0.0808 pgen 0.821527

a^ [GeV"2] 0 0 çgei. -11.0188

Table 3.2: Reweight Settings used to obtain the best possible description of the data in the MC

simulation.
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Experimental Setup

4.1 The Hera Collider

Figure 4.1: The HERA collider with the storage ring and the preaccelerators. The experiment HI

is situated in the northern hall.

The HBRA (Hadron Elektron RingAnlage) accelerator is located at the DESY laboratories in Ham¬

burg, Germany. Hera accelerates and stores electrons and protons and provides a unique opportu¬

nity to study lepton - quark interactions at highest center of mass energies. The two particle types

are gathered in bunches with up to 1011 particles per bunch. During normal operation roughly 180

bunches of e and p each in 96 ns time intervals circulate in the storage rings. The two storage rings

are 6.3 km long and are roughly 20 m below the surface.

Hera is in operation since 1992. The electrons and protons arc preaccelerated with various lin¬

ear accelerators (LINACs) and two storage rings (DESY, PETRA) and then fed to the large Hera

rings where the particles reach their final energies of 27.6 GeV and 920 GcV, respectively, leading

to a center of mass energy of >/* = 319 GcV (see Eq. (2.3)). An overview of the preaccelerators
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and the Hera rings is given in Fig. 4.1.

Located along the storage rings of Hera there are 4 large experimental halls. The northern hall

houses the experiment H1, built and operated by an international collaboration of about 400 scien¬

tists from 42 institutes of 15 countries throughout the world. Here the electron and proton beams

are collided head-on and the resulting particles of the collisions are detected with the general pur¬

pose HI detector. The main interest of research of the HI collaboration is to measure the structure

of the proton, to study the fundamental interactions between particles, and to search for physics

beyond the Standard Model of the elementary particles. The three other halls are occupied by the

experiments HERMES, ZEUS and HERA-B.

Hkra II Design Parameters

c-beam p-beam

Energy

Number of bunches total/colliding

Particles per bunch

Beam current

Beam size ax x au

27.6 GcV

180/174

4.2 • 10'°

58 mA

118/mi x 32/mi

920 GeV

180/174

10 • 1010

140 mA

118/im x 32/ym

Collision rate

Luminosity

Specific luminosity

10.4 MHz

7.36 • 1()31 cm-'2»-1

lii/LlO^cm-V^iiA"2

Table 4.1: Design parameters of Hera 11 (from [56]).

After the successful running period in the years 1992 - 2000 called Hera I, the accelerator went

through a major upgrade project [56, 57] with the goal to raise the luminosity provided by the

accelerator. The final energies of the beam particles were not changed, but the beam spot sizes

were reduced to increase the luminosity. Therefore the interaction regions' had to be completely

redesigned and new, superconducting final focussing magnets were placed very close to the inter¬

action points of HI and ZEUS.

'The /one where the beams are collided at HI
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4.2 The HI Detector

Unlike most other colliding beam detectors, the HI detector is not symmetric with respect to the

nominal interaction point2 (IP); this is due to the different energies of the two beam particles. The

proton has more energy (momentum) than the electron and the greater momentum along the beam

axis causes the particles from the collision to be boosted in flight direction of the proton beam.

The reference frame at HI is defined as follows: The positive z axis is along the proton beam and

is called the forward direction, perpendicular to it is the xy plane (where the x-axis points toward

the center of the ring and the y-axis points upward), also refered to as the transverse plane. The

origin of the coordinate system is in the nominal interaction point.

There are further two angles of importance: 0 is the polar angle between the trajectory and the z-

axis (scattering angle) and (ft the azimuthal angle in the transverse plane with (ft = 0 corresponding
to the positive x-axis.

Another frequently used variable is the rapidity y:

1
,
E + p-

with E being the energy of the particle and p~ the longitudinal momentum. With this definition,

the rapidity transforms additively under a Lorentz boost along the z-axis and thus any rapidity dif¬

ference is invariant under longitudinal boosts. In most cases the relevant parameter is the pseudo-

rapidity 7/ which is an approximation of y, neglecting the masses of the particles (77) — 0). The

pseudo-rapidity is correlated with the polar angle 6 by

q=fj\ni=o = -ln^Um0-y (4.2)

The HI detector is divided into three major regions, the forward, central and backward part as

listed in Table 4.2. The present analysis concentrates on particles detected in the central area.

Angular Regions of the HI Detector

Region forward central backward

Angular coverage 7° < 6 < 20° 20° <9< 160° 160° < 0 < 175°

Table 4.2: The three angular regions of the HI detector, for the polar angle 6, where # — 0°

corresponds to the proton beam flight direction.

During the Hera upgrade project (2001-2003) the HI detector was also upgraded. The forward

region of the HI detector was equipped with new detectors. The luminosity system, various sub-

detectors and the data acquisition were adapted to the new running conditions. Also the trigger

"The nominal interaction point is the point where the electron and proton beams should collide
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system was adjusted as well as extended by new triggers.

Fig. 4.2 shows the HI detector with the reference frame and the asymmetric structure. A detailed

description of the HI detector is available in [58,59]. The important elements of the detector are

shortly summarized in the following.

Components of the HI Detector

Detector component Abbreviation

1 Nominal interaction point IP

Tracking detectors

2

(3

(4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Central silicon tracker

Backward silicon tracker

Forward silicon tracker

Central inner proportional chamber

Central outer proportional chamber

Central outer z chamber

Inner central jet chamber

Outer central jet chamber

Forward tracking detectors

Backward proportional chamber

CST

BST)

FST)

CIP

COP

COZ

CJCI

CJC2

FTD

BPC

Calorimeters

11

12

13

14

15

16

Liquid argon container

Liquid argon electromagnetic calorimeter

Liquid argon hadronic calorimeter

Liquid argon cryogenics system

Electromagnetic spaghetti calorimeter

Hadronic spaghetti calorimeter

LArelm.

LAr hadr.

SpaCal elm.

SpaCal hadr.

17 Superconducting solenoid

Muon detectors

18

19

Instrumented iron (central muon /tail catcher)

Forward muon detector (incl. toroid magnet)

CMD/TC

FMD

20 Veto wall / time of flight system ToF

21

22

New superconducting focusing magnets

Concrete shielding

GO/GG

Table 4.3: The main components of the HI detector - legend to Fig. 4.2. The two silicon trackers

FST and BST were not inserted in the 2005 running period.
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=

t
Figure 4.2: A cut through the HI detector as it appears after the luminosity upgrade; see Table 4.3

for the various subdetectors. The coordinate system used in HI is shown together with the two

angles 0 and (f>.
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4.2.1 Tracking Detectors

The innermost part of the detector is responsible for measuring the trajectories of the charged par¬

ticles and the primary vertex
^
location. A charged particle penetrating the tracking chamber will

leave a trace in the chamber, this trace forms the trajectory of the particle and is called track. Ac¬

cording to the three regions along the z-axis, three tracking devices exist: The Forward Tracking

Detector (FTD), the Central Tracking Detector (CTD) and the Backward Proportional Chamber

(BPC). Fig. 4.3 shows the HI tracking system in r-7 view. One can clearly see the three angular

regions from Table 4.2.

20° 160°

1 m

Figure 4.3: The HI Tracking system in r-z view as it was implemented in the 2005 running period.
The central region is given by 20° < 0 < 160°, Table 4.2.

The CTD is based on two concentric drift chambers, the Central Jet Chambers CJCI and CJC2,

the central silicon tracker CST, two proportional chambers CIP and COP (inner and outer, respec¬

tively), and the z chamber COZ. See Fig. 4.4.

The tracks are described by five parameters = ( k, d, tp, d, z). The transverse momentum pr is

measured with a magnetic field ( 1.2 Tesla) provided by the superconducting coil (Sect. 4.2.4). The

trajectory of a particle with momentum p and electric charge z in a constant magnetic field B is a

helix with curvature R and pitch angle A. The momentum can be calculated by the equation

p(Vh(\) = c0-z-fB-R. (4.3)

with co being the speed of light in vacuum. At HI the relation for the transverse momentum is

Pr[GeV] = 0.345 i?[m]. (4.4)

'the primary vertex is the real interaction point
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Components of the HI Tracker

1 Nominal interaction point IP Calorimeters

Central tracking detectors 10

11

Elm. spaghetti calorimeter

Hadr. spaghetti calorimeter

SpaCal elm.

SpaCal hadr.2

3

4

5

6

7

Central silicon tracker

Central inner prop, chamber

Inner central jet chamber

Central outer prop, chamber

Central outer z chamber

Outer central jet chamber

CST

CIP

CJCI

COP

COZ

CJC2

Electronics, support and beam magnets

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

CiC electronics

Cables

LAr cryostat inner wall

SpaCal elm. Photomultipliers

SpaCal hadr. Photomultipliers

Final focussing magnet

Final focussing magnet

GO

GG

Forward tracking detectors

8 Forward tracking detectors FTD

Backward tracking detectors

9 Backward prop, chamber BPC

Table 4.4: The main components of the HI tracker - legend to Fig. 4.3.

The determination of the curvature i? is based on the signals recorded from the CJCI and CJC2

devices and is correlated to k by

R=-. (4.5)
K

Since this analysis is mainly based on information from the CTD, the two main contributors are

described in more detail.

Central Jet Chamber (CJC)

The Centra] Jet Chamber [59] consists of two large drift chambers, the inner CJCI and the outer

CJC2 covering a z range from -112.5 cm to +107.5 cm. The parameters of the two chambers are

listed in Table 4.5. They are segmented azimuthally in 30 (60) cells for CJCI (CJC2) centered

around the sense wires. The cells are tilted by 30° so that most tracks will cross the sense wire

planes once to correct for the Lorentz angle.
If operated in a magnetic field, the ionization electrons drift approximately perpendicular to the

high momentum tracks. It is impossible to determine from which side of the wire plane the drift

charge came resulting in a left-right ambiguity. This adds a mirror image of each track to the

reconstruction, which can be resolved by the cell tilt and a vertex assumption or the use of both

CJC rings.
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AI tank

CJC2

(60 cells, 32 sense wires each)

Outer MWPC (COP)

Outer z chamber (COZ)

CJCI

(30 cells, 24 sense wires each)

Inner MWPC (CIP)

(5 layers, 5x480 wires)

.

Central silicon tracker (CST)

(2 layers)

beam pipe

30 [cm]

Figure 4.4: An v-(ft view of the CTD. the presented analysis uses information from the CJC and

the CIP only.

The sense wires are read out on both sides and the hit position is reconstructed from the pulse-

integral (Q) and the timing (t) in the ^/-analysis. The CJC HV parameters control the electric field

applied in the drift chamber and hence the gas amplification. A higher voltage translates to a larger

gas amplification, a higher pulse-integral Q and finally in a higher single hit finding efficiency. On

the other hand a large gas amplification can cause more frequent overcurrents (trips) on the sense

wires in case of high track densities, mainly due to background. A too large gas amplification can

result in a lasting damage of the drift chamber due to aging. The single hit resolution in r — </> is

140/vni and for the z coordinate 6 — 10 cm which is measured by charge division.

CJC Parameters

CJCI CJC2

Number of cells

Number of sense wires per cell

inner radius [cm]

outer radius [cm]

active radius [cm]

30

24

20.3

42.6

22.5

60

32

53.0

84.4

29.6

Table 4.5: CJC Parameters.
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Central Inner Proportional Chamber (CIP)

During the upgrade, the old 2-laycr-CIP [60] and the CIZ were replaced by a new 5-layer-CIP

[61,62], It is positioned between the central silicon detector (CST) and the central drift chamber

(CJC) covering a z range from z = —112.7cm to z = +104.3cm. Radially, it extends from the

innermost layer at r = 15.7cm to r = 19.3 cm for the outermost layer. Each radial layer has 480

anode wires with a nominal high voltage during operation of 2250 — 2500 V, depending on the

layer.
The cathode of each layer is segmented into pads; there are 16 <ft sectors covering 22.5° in azimuth.

The number of pads in z-direction depends on the layer and is summarized in Table 4.6.

All 5 layers of the CIP are also used to provide trigger information for the first trigger level (see

Sect. 4.2.5). With a time resolution around 75 ns the chambers are well below the 96 nh from

the Hera bunch crossing frequency and the CIP is able to provide timing information to. This is

needed as starting time for the trigger and determines the bunch crossing of the event.

The space points from the cathode pads are combined to track candidates (masks) from which

the vertex position can be determined. Depending on the z coordinate of the determined vertex

position, the mask will either be added to the central masks or the backward masks, corresponding

to a vertex position inside or outside the interaction area of HI. For events resulting from cp

collisions, the sum of central masks will exceed the sum of backward masks significantly. The

ratio of the sums of central over backward masks can therefore be used to suppress background

events with interaction vertices outside the HI detector [62].

CIP Parameters

z-range [cm]

radial-range [cm]

Ö-range

-112.7-+104.3

15.7-20.2

11°- 169°

Layer Radius [cm] Pad length [cm] Number of Pads / </> sector

0

1

2

3

4

15.7

16.6

17.5

18.4

19.3

1.8250

1.9322

2.0531

2.1900

2.3464

119

112

106

99

93

Table 4.6: CIP design parameters (from [62]).
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4.2.2 Liquid Argon Calorimeter (LAr)

In the central and forward region of the detector the Liquid Argon Calorimeter (LAr) covers an

angular range from 4° < 0 < 153°. It is divided in an electromagnetic (ECAL) and a hadronic

(HCAL) part measuring the energies of electrons, photons and hadrons by absorption. These

particles will shower up in the calorimeter and deposit their energy while muons deposit only a

small amount of energy in both parts of the LAr by ionization. The precision of the measured en¬

ergy for electromagnetic showers is a(E)/E = \2%j \jEjGcV cf) 1% and for hadronic showers

a(E)/E = 55%/VE/GW©2% [63].

Fig. 4.5 shows the individual parts and the segmentation of ECAL and HCAL. One can see the

central (CB 1 - 3) and the forward barrels (FB I - 2, IF, OF), which are divided into the LCAL and

the HCAL sections.

Figure 4.5: LAr calorimeter in r-z view showing the division into individual parts. The ending
'E' stands for the ECAL and 'H' for the HCAL. One can clearly sec the partitioning of the LAr

calorimeter in central barrels (CB 1 - 3) and forward barrels (FB 1 - 2, IF, OF).

The LAr is highly segmented in cells, which collect the charges from the ionization by the shower

particle. The calorimeter reconstruction program converts the charges to energies in the calorime¬

ter cells for electromagnetic and hadronic showers. Each cell passing the cell level reconstruction

is subject to clustering. The cluster algorithms are tuned so that the cells containing energy depo¬
sitions from electromagnetic showers are most probably merged into one cluster whereas for the

hadronic showers the energy depositions are often split into several clusters.

Further calorimeters complement the detector in backward (SpaCal) and forward (PLUG) direc¬

tion.
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4.2.3 Forward Region

Due to the asymmetry of the interactions at Hera, the forward region needs a dedicated system of

subdetectors to complement the central part of the HI detector. For geometrical reasons, particles

emerging very close to the beampipe cannot be detected within the HI detector. Therefore most

forward detectors are located further along the positive beam axis.

In the frame of this analysis these detectors are used to detect the proton remnant from proton-

dissociative events and hence separate the elastic and proton-dissociative processes.

FMD

The Forward Muon Detector (FMD) [64] is located at the very front of the HI detector. It detects

high energy muons within an angular range 3° < 6 < 18° shown in Fig. 4.6. It is built of six

drift chamber planes with a toroidal magnet in between. Each drift chamber plane is divided into

octants which arc formed from individual double-layer drift cells. The two layers are displaced
w.r.t. each other to resolve ambiguities and determine the timing /0. The orientation of the drift

cells in four planes (1,3,4 and 6) is such that the polar angle 0 can be measured, whereas the other

two planes (2, 5) are measuring the azimuthal angle (ft.
The toroidal magnet is 1.2 m thick and provides a magnetic field of about 1.75 Tesla at the inner

radius and roughly 1.5 Tesla at the outer radius.

r © i <p i 02 Toroid Ô3 §2 ®4

Figure 4.6: The Forward Muon Detector. The first three planes are in front of the toroidal magnet

while the the last three planes arc behind the magnet. Four out of six planes can determine the

polar angle 6 while the other two are designed to measure the azimuthal angle eft.

During the reconstruction of the FMD, hits of the two drift cell layers are combined to form hit-

pairs. These hit pairs are then further combined to track segments and finally linked to track

candidates.
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FTS

Particles with rapidities large enough to escape the FMD can be detected by the Forward Tagger

System (FTS) shown in Fig. 4.7. The FTS includes stations of scintillating counters at a distance

of 26 m, 28 m, 53 m and 92 m from the nominal IP. Each station consists of four scintillators

mounted symmetrically around the beam pipe. The last two stations at 92 m and 53 m contain two

scintillators for each counter while the first two stations have only one scintillator per counter. To

protect the counters from synchrotron radiation, each station is shielded by a 1 mm lead plate.

Figure 4.7: The Forward Tagger System.

FNC

The Forward Neutron Counter (FNC) is situated at z — 107 m and its purpose is to measure

energies and angles from fast neutrons coming from reactions

ep —* cnX (4.6)

(V)FPS

To measure protons which are scattered at extremely low polar angles the (Very) Forward Proton

Spectrometer ((V)FPS) was installed. Scintillating fiber hodoscopes located in movable vacuum

sections, so called roman pots, detect the protons at the FPS stations at 63 m and 80 m horizontally

and at 81 m and 90 m vertically. The VFPS station is located at 220 m from the nominal IP.
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4.2.4 Superconducting Coil and Iron Yoke

The solenoid provides a magnetic field of 1.2 Tesla parallel to the z-axis and bends the track for

the determination of the momentum in the transverse plane.

The iron yoke is instrumented with streamer tubes and measures the leakage of hadronic showers

outside the Calorimeter (Tail Catcher). The hit pattern in the muon system (streamer tubes) allows

to reconstruct particle tracks penetrating the detector (muons).

4.2.5 Trigger System and Reconstruction

The bunch crossing frequency is 10.4 MHz while the bandwidth for recording events is limited to

about 10 Hz. Therefore it is not possible to store all collision events on tape for later analysis, but

rather a small sample of selected events. To determine which events are to be kept and which ones

can be rejected, the HI Trigger System (CT) was developed. The entire trigger system is set up in

4 levels:

•

•

The first level (LI) has 2.3 //s to decide whether the event is passed on to the second level

(L2) or already rejected at LI. The decision is based on several signals from the subde¬

tectors, which are combined into 256 trigger elements reducing the event rate to roughly

1 kHz. Trigger elements are mostly formed by thresholds which have to be exceeded to set

the corresponding subtrigger. The trigger elements are combined to 128 subtriggers.

During the Level 1 latency all readout signals are stored in pipelines while the HI detector

remains active throughout the complete latency time and capable of triggering. This guaran¬

tees a dead-time free first trigger level. The OR of all subtriggers is taken as trigger decision.

In order to limit their rate, most subtriggers are to some extent prescaled. The prescale factor

is an internal counter set to n, rejecting the first 7? — 1 events with a positive trigger decision

from the respective subtrigger, keeping the nih event, rejecting the following n — 1 events

again and so on. This counter is set for each subtrigger individually.

After a positive LI trigger decision (LI Keep), the second level (L2) is started. The L2

provides another 96 trigger elements which are combined with the full information from

LI to make a trigger decision within 20 /is of the preceding LI Keep signal. In case of a

positive decision the data taking halts and the readout of the entire subdetector information

is initiated. The event rate is further reduced to 100 - 200 Hz. If the third trigger level is not

active, the event rate is even reduced to 50 Hz.

The third level (L3) was not implemented in the 2005 data taking period. Its purpose is to

make another validation after ~ 100 /vs. This reduces the event rate further to about 50 Hz.

The fourth level (L45) is purely software based and has access to all subdetector information.

This level is not integrated in the detector, but rather hosted by a processor farm performing

the full event reconstruction within 100 ms, Its algorithms (finders) are tuned to select well
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known physical processes as well as reject background events, mainly from beam-gas or

beam-wall interactions. The event rate after L45 is of the order of 5 Hz, corresponding to 1

event for every 2 million bunch crossings.

The L45 raw data is processed by H1REC, the reconstruction software used at HI. The final events

are classified as candidates for selected physics processes and written to Production Output Tapes

(POT). A shorter version is written to Data Summary Tapes (DST). Since the upgrade project, the

full DST information is additionally converted to the Object Data Storage (ODS) which is based

on object oriented C++.

For the present analysis a dedicated subtrigger was implemented, called sl4 (subtrigger 14). The

decay of the p° yields only two low pr tracks and very little activity in the calorimeters, which

lead to a subtrigger definition that is based on information from the tracking system:

sl4 FTT_mul_Tb>l && FTT__mul_Ta<4 && FTT_chg_l && (!LAr_IF) &&

CIP_sig>2 && CIP_mul<6 v:5 t : 0 d:l

The subtrigger elements are explained in detail in Sect. 6.1. The average prescale factor for this

subtrigger is 24.81 for the considered run range.

4.2.6 Luminosity System

The determination of the Integrated Luminosity ( f Cdt) is necessary for the calculation of cross

sections. For this purpose the Bethe-Heitler-Process ep —> ep'y is used, a precisely calculable OLD

process. The detection of the scattered electron and the photon takes place in two calorimeters, the

Electron Tagger (ET6) and the Photon Detector (PD) located at 5.4 m and 101.8 m, respectively

up the proton beam (negative z-axis).

IP

X

infl
ii

...

ii ET H>e-
PD

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110(m)

Figure 4.8: The Luminosity system of HI. The HI detector is on the left. The scale is along the

negative z-axis starting at the nominal interaction point (z — 0).

The fully corrected integrated luminosity for the presented data sample adds up to

Aot= //wit = 570 mV1 (4.7)
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The Fast Track Trigger

With the upgrade of the Hera machine, the interaction rate as well as the background rate were

significantly increased. To take advantage of the higher interaction rates, it is necessary to provide

triggers with a high selectivity to reliably separate the interesting physics from the background.
Therefore the HI trigger system was upgraded to increase the event yield for physics processes

while keeping the overall event rate as before and preventing the need to replace the data acqui¬
sition. The main components of the trigger upgrade project are the CIP2000 proportional cham¬

ber trigger [61,65-67], the jet trigger based on the LAr Calorimeter and the Fast Track Trigger
FTT [68,69] that uses information from the CJC.

5.1 General Introduction

A big advantage of the Ftt over its predecessor, the so called DCR$ trigger, is its ability to pre¬

cisely count single tracks with transverse momenta as low as 100 McV. With this capability, the

Ftt is particularly suitable for low Q2 events such as light vector meson photoproduction which

are mainly triggered by track based information.

The FIT uses information from 12 out of 56 CJC sense wires in a wire plane. These are combined

in four trigger layers of 3 sense wires each. Three trigger layers are located in CJCI while the

fourth is located in CJC2 (Fig. 5.1). The analog signals from both ends of the sense wires are sent

to the Ftt Front End Modules (FEM), where the digitization and hit finding is performed similarly
to the Qt algorithm of the CJC (Sect. 4.2.1).

During the hit finding an internal Ftt analog threshold discriminates between electronic noise and

real hits. Of course one wants to set the analog threshold as low as possible to detect also small

pulse-integrals without being sensitive to electronic noise on the input channel.

The result of the hit finding for each wire is filled into shift registers synchronized at 20 MHz. If

all three wires in a trigger layer have a hit and the hit pattern in the shift register is compatible
with a track hypothesis originating from the beam line, the hit pattern is associated with a track

segment characterized by the track parameters (k <x 1/p-r, if) of the respective track hypothesis

(Fig. 5.2).
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CJCI CJC2

12 3 4

Figure 5.1: A cut through the Central Jet Chambers perpendicular to the beam line (located in the

lower left corner), showing the twelve wire layers combining to the four trigger layers used for the

Ftt.

CJCI CJC2

Trigger Layers

Vertex

Valid Masks

r~ m~

L : 1 M M 1
m \ H lJ
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Figure 5.2: The hits from sense wires within a trigger layer are filled to shift registers and com¬

pared to pre-calculated hit patterns of track hypotheses originating from the beam line (valid

masks) using CAMs (see text).

The track parameters of the identified track segments are entered in k —

ip histograms. These

histograms are passed via merger cards to the LI linker card where the four histograms from the

group layers are overlaid and the track segments are combined to track candidates. In order to

form a track candidate, at least two out of the four layers have to have an entry within a sliding
window of 3 x 1 as illustrated in Fig. 5.3. Based on these track candidates, the FTT forms trigger
elements and transfers them to the central trigger.
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Figure 5.3: The track parameters of the identified track segments (left) are entered into the k — (p

histogram of the corresponding trigger layer (middle), overlaid and using a sliding window of size

3 x 1 combined to track candidates (right).

The Ftt uses modern technologies based on high speed, highly integrated circuits implemented
on printed circuit boards (PCB) such as the FEM or the merger cards. Further key technologies
are the field programmable gale arrays (FPGA) providing the high throughput and flexibility of

the FTT and the content addressable memories (CAM) used for the fast pattern matching.
A detailed description of the Ftt and its components can be found in [70].

5.1.1 Level 1

On the first trigger level (LI), the Ftt reconstructs and classifies the track candidates in 16 x 30

bins in « — <p. The k segmentation of 16 bins corresponds to 8 different thresholds in p-y, given in

Table 5.1, separately for positive and negative charges. The charge of a track can easily be found

from the sign of k (Sect. 4.2.1).

Trigger Elements

The Ftt computes internally on the first trigger level up to 32 trigger bits. A total of 16 bits can

be transfered to the central trigger. Besides the timing information fy also five pry thresholds are

chosen, where the track multiplicity exceeding one of the five thresholds is counted. A so-called

segment bit, the summed charge of the tracks and up to 8 topological information conclude the LI

subtrigger elements from the FTT:

Timing The to measured by the Ftt (not yet operational).

pT threshold Counters for the five pT thresholds 100 MeV, 160 MeV, 400 MeV, 900 MeV and

1800 McV. For the first threshold (100 MeV) three bits are available, the other thresholds

count with two bits. If more than 7 (3) tracks with a py above the first (2nd - 5th) threshold

are reconstructed, the highest bit state 7 (3) is set, see also Table 5.1.

Segment bit This bit is set, if there is at least one track segment in the third or fourth trigger layer.
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Internal p-y thresholds of the FTT on LI

K-Bins PT [MeV] trigger element W'inax

1/16 100 Ftt mul Ta 7

2/15 125 — 3

3/14 160 Ftt mul Tb 3

4/13 250 — 3

5/12 400 Ftt mul Tc 3

6/11 600 — 3

7/10 900 Ftt mul Td 3

8/9 1800 FTT mul Te 3

Table 5.1: Internal thresholds of the Ftt on LI. As trigger elements only the track multiplicities

exceeding the five thresholds 100 McV, 160 MeV, 400 MeV, 900 McV and 1800 MeV are used.

The quantity nmax denotes the highest bit state of the corresponding trigger element. So up to 6

single tracks with py above 100 McV can be counted while '7' corresponds to > 7 tracks.

Total charge The sign of k also defines the charge for a track. The sum of the charges for all

tracks is encoded in three bits and covers a range between [—3,3].

Topological information On LI, the Ftt divides the event in 10 sectors in the transverse plane.

A topology is a specific arrangement of these sectors with activity in the Ftt, such as back-

to-back where two tracks emerge with nearly 180° opening angle in ip and hence only the

two sectors diametrically opposed show an activity. The coherent description of different

circular topologies is done with the topology description function [71].

5.1.2 Level 2

On the second trigger level, the available decision time is 20 //s allowing for a much finer binning

of 40 x 640 bins in k — p. Additionally up to 48 tracks can be fitted resulting in a track parameter

resolution which is comparable to the offline resolution1. For a two track combination the invariant

mass is calculated.

5.1.3 Level 3

For the third level 100 ps are available. Within this time the Ftt combines information from

several other subdetectors such as i.e. the LAr, with the high resolution tracks of the second trigger
level to perform a partial event reconstruction on a farm of commercial Power PCs.

'The offline resolution is given by the much more refined algorithms used during the offline reconstruction on L45.
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5.2 Ftt Tracks compared to Offline Reconstructed Tracks

To determine the trigger efficiencies it is essential to match the tracks seen by the Ftt with the

tracks found by the offline reconstruction. The offline reconstructed tracks (offline tracks) are re¬

quired to be selected by the standard HI track selection and further on referred to as selected tracks.

The Ftt tracks from LI are assigned k and ip values according to the LI binning. To be compara¬

ble with the Ftt tracks, all selected tracks arc filled into k — <p histograms with identical binning.

From there it is possible to match the Ftt tracks to the selected tracks using a window technique

similar to the LI linker and hence determine the single track efficiency of the Ftt which reflects

the probability for a selected track with given track parameters to be reconstructed by the Ftt.

The main steps of the matching between Ftt tracks and selected tracks are the following:

• Assign link candidates

• Determine best possible solution

• Recursive algorithm to find best possible assignment

In the following, the individual steps arc explained in more detail:

Assign link candidates

In a first step, all Ftt tracks within a 7 x 7 bin window from the selected track in the k —

<p

histogram are assigned to the selected track as possible link candidates. If more than one possible
link candidate is present, the candidates are ordered with increasing distance d = A/v,bin + Aiph\u
from the selected track. The distance d also determines the link quality of each candidate. The

relation between the distance and the link quality is summarized in Table 5.2.

Link quality relation for FTT tracks

Distance d, 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Link quality 100 80 50 20 10 8 5

Table 5.2: Relation between the link quality and the distance d = AKbin + A<^bin of a FTT link

candidate to the selected track in the h — <p histogram.

Determine best possible solution

After the first step, a list of possible Ftt link candidates belongs to each selected track where the

link candidate with the highest link quality is first in the list and decreasing link quality for the

following link candidates.

Therefore summing all link qualities of the first link candidate for each selected track yields an
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upper bound A on the total link quality of the event. This upper bound A on the link quality

defines the best possible assignment of Ftt tracks to selected tracks and corresponds to the max¬

imum number of assigned link candidates, while for each selected track the closest possible link

candidate is considered.

If no Ftt track is assigned to more than one selected track, the best possible assignment is simply

given by the first link candidate for each selected track. But if one or more Ftt tracks can be

assigned to more than one selected track, a recursive algorithm is used to determine the maximum

number of possible assignments.

Recursive algorithm

The algorithm loops over all selected tracks and associates the link candidate with the highest link

quality in the list that hasn't been assigned to a previous selected track. The resulting assignment

is evaluated by summing the link quality of all associated link candidates and stored.

The next assignment is achieved by associating the second best link candidate to the first selected

track with multiple link candidates and the best link candidate that hasn't been assigned to a pre¬

vious selected track for all other selected tracks. Again the resulting assignment is evaluated and

compared to the first result. If the new sum of link quality is larger than the stored result, the new

assignment is stored, otherwise it is ignored.

The algorithm continues to associate the link candidates to the selected tracks until either all pos¬

sible combinations have been evaluated and the one with the largest sum of link qualities remains

or the sum of link quality equals the upper bound A corresponding to the best possible assignment.

The efficiency determination is visualized in Fig. 5.4 using an artificial event for demonstration.

Of course the single track efficiency depends on the size of the window. However for this analysis

only events with two or three FTT tracks and two offline tracks are considered. Thus a typical

event is displayed in Fig. 5.5 showing that the size of the window is not really of importance.
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Figure 5.4: The offline matching for the determination of the Ftt efficiency. All offline tracks

(open squares) as well as the selected tracks (solid circles) are filled to the h — ^-histogram con¬

taining the Ftt tracks (solid squares). With an recursive procedure each selected tracks gets an

assignment to a Ftt track. The selected tracks with a positive assignment arc marked with a star

(*)
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Figure 5.5: The typical p° event has exactly two selected tracks (solid circles). It is obvious that

such a topology is not sensitive to the size of the window used to find possible Ftt tracks (solid

squares) as link candidates (*).
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Data Selection

The Ftt trigger elements became available early 2005. During the 2005 data taking period, there

was one change of the FTT analog threshold and two changes in the CIC high voltage parameters.

To minimize systematic effects, the data analyzed in this thesis was restricted to a three-month

running period from July to September 2005 with a stable set of parameters.

6.1 The p() Photoproduction Trigger

The Trigger System of the HI detector consists of 4 levels (Sect. 4.2.5). Based on the FTT, a

dedicated />° photoproduction trigger was introduced (si4) with requirements on trigger level 1

and 4.

Sl4 FTT_mul_Tb > 1 && FTT_mul_Ta < 4 && FTT_chg_l && !LAr_IF &&

CIP_sig > 2 && CIP_mul < 6 v:5t:0d:l

The individual trigger elements of s 14 on LI are explained below.

• FTT_mul_Tb > 1: The Ftt reconstructed at least 2 track candidates with a p-y greater

than 160 MeV.

• FTT_mul_Ta < 4 : Not more than 3 track candidates are reconstructed by the FTT with

apT larger than 100 MeV.

• FTT_chg__l : The total charge of all track candidates reconstructed by the Ftt is

between -1 and +1.

• ! LAr_IF : All clusters from the IF section of the LAr with an energy deposi¬
tion above 0.8 GcV are summed and the total energy deposition in the inner forward region
is below 2 GcV.

• CIPsig > 2 : At least 4 times more valid masks of the CIP trigger in the central

region than the backward region (see Sect. 4.2.1).
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• CIP_mul < 6 : The total number of valid masks matched by the CIP trigger is less

than 30 (see Sect. 4.2.1 ).

• v : 5 : Standard vetoes against beam-gas background.

• t : 0 : Timing taken from the OR

• d:l : No hits in the FTI1.

On L4 a dedicated algorithm for identifying pG mesons is applied. It uses the following selection

criteria.

• I_KTNR_ZVER > 0 : The event has a valid reconstructed vertex,

• R_KTNR_ZVER > - 5 0
. : The z-position of the reconstructed vertex is between -50

cm...

• R_KTNR_ZVER < 50
. : ... and +50 cm.

• I_KTNR_VVM_NTRA = 2 : exactly two reconstructed and vertex fitted tracks.

• R_KTNR_VVM_MRHO < 4
.
0 : the invariant mass of the two tracks under a charged pion

mass hypothesis is smaller than 4 GeV.

• R_KTNR_VVM_EMAX < 0.6: maximum energy deposition in LAr not associated to a

track is smaller than 0.6 GeV.

6.2 Run Selection

Within the data taking period presented in this analysis, only runs with certain quality criteria were

used. Those criteria were

• Run Range
The run range was given by the three-month running period where the parameter set (Ftt

analog threshold and CJC HV parameters) was stable and includes the runs 421402 - 427934.

Explicitly excluded was the run range 421550-421878 which was affected by a faulty RF

System of the Hera machine.

• Active detector components

All relevant subdetectors were required to be powered and active. These are: CJC, CIP, LAr,

TOF, LUMI, FMD, FTS, SpaCal.

• Ftt included in readout

The Fit has to be read out to assure that the Ftt is fully operational and the obtained

information is available to monitor its performance.

A plane ol scintillators mounted around the beam pipe between the lorward tracker and the LAr calorimeter.
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Vertex constraint

The z-position of the primary interaction (z-vertex) has to be within 35 cm of the nominal

IP.

CJC gain range

The CJC gain is expressed in FADC2 counts/MIP3 and normalized to 400 FADC counts/MIP.

The gain has to be within the intervals given in Table 6.1 as is explained in Sect. 6.2.1.

CJC Gain Range

CJC 1

CJC 2

0.872 < Gain < 0.950

0.948 < Gain < 0.980

Table 6.1 : The CJC gain restrictions for the run selection. A gain of 1.0 corresponds to 400 FADC

counts/MIP (see text).

6.2.1 CJC Gain

A charged particle in a drift chamber ionizes the gas atoms and the primary c~ drift toward the

sense wires. As the primary e~ approach the sense wires, the electric field strength increases with

roughly l/r and the e~ initiate an avalanche of secondary electrons (gas amplification) which are

read out as current on the sense wires.

The avalanche leaves the ionized atoms as positive charge in the close environment of the sense

wire. These ions drift rather slowly out of the gas amplification zone and virtually increase the di¬

ameter of the sense wire (screening). The result is a reduced gas amplification of the drift chamber

and hence a lower gain.

During normal operation, the drift chamber is continuously exposed to a certain level of ionizing

particles. Variations of this particle flux lead to a change in the gas amplification and thus in the

CJC gain. Particles emerging from beam-gas interactions are a major source of such ionizing

particles and their flux is proportional to the electron beam current which decreases significantly

during a luminosity fill. The corresponding increase in the CJC gain is shown in Fig. 6.1 for a

single luminosity fill.

This gain dependence affects all sense wires in the CJC and since the Ftt uses only 12 sense wires

per wire plane and asks for 3 out 3 hits in a trigger layer, the screening effect has a direct influence

on the Ftt performance. With a lower CJC gain, the trigger efficiency for the Ftt is markedly
reduced. To ensure stable operation conditions, the CJC gain was restricted to the range given in

Table 6.1. Both CJC rings are affected equally as can be seen in Fig. 6.2 while the effect on the

Ftt is mainly influenced by CJCI.

-Fast Analog-lo-Digital Converter, an electronic device used to digitize the analog read out.

3Minimum ioni/ing particle.
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Figure 6.1: The relative CJC gain for a single

luminosity fill versus the electron beam current.

During the luminosity fill the electron beam cur¬

rent decreases from over 26 mA to roughly 13

iiiA while the CJC gain continuously increases

from 0.906 to 0.944 FADC counts/MIP.

Figure 6.2: The relative CJC gain for both CJC

rings are plotted against each other. The dashed

lines indicate the cuts from Table 6.1 and enclose

over 85 % of the events. The events at a CJC2

gain of less than 0.92 were affected by a gas leak¬

age in the second CJC ring.
0.9 0.95

rel. CJCI gain

6.2.2 Event Yield

By plotting the number of selected events per luminosity, one can monitor the performance of the

trigger over the run range. In Fig. 6.3, the number of selected events per nb_1 is given as function

of the run range (yield plot).

xJ\cr

422 423 424 425 426 427

RunNumber

Figure 6.3: The full data range was split in

bins of roughly 0.5 ub_1. For these bins

the p° candidates (see Sect. 6.4) are counted

and corrected with the respective luminosity

(yield plot). For a uniform trigger a flat ratio

of events/luminosity is expected.

The variations in the CJC gain directly influence the Ftt performance and hence the yield. The

correlation between the CJC gain and the relative yield which was normalized w.r.t. the maximum

yield, is given in Fig. 6.4(a). The lower plot shows the bin-wisc projection w.r.t. to the yield and
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was parameterized to a straight line of the form

y(.r) = 1 + a (.r — rn) (6.1)

with a being the slope of the dependence and m is fixed to the mean relative CJC gain (in =

0.918). The fitted slope is a = 1.62 ± 0.125 and is used to compensate the yield for the gain

dependence. The corrected yield is given in Fig. 6.5 and the bin-wise projection (lower plot) w.r.t.

to the yield shows almost no gain dependence (a = 0.27 ± 0.126).
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Figure 6.4: The upper plots show the relative yield as function of the CJC gain, the lower plots
are the bin-wise projections w.r.t. the yield. In (a) the gain dependence of the yield is obvious and

was parameterized by a straight line. Correcting the yield with the parameterization reduces the

gain dependence significantly (b).

The yield plot for the corrected yield (Fig. 6.5) is less spiky but still not flat. The very fine

binning of 0.5 nb-1 introduces sizeable statistical fluctuations. The pull plot in Fig. 6.6 indicates

that the remaining variations in the yield plot are dominated by the statistical fluctuations and the

performance of the Ftt can be taken as uniform for the running period under study.

6.2.3 Final Run Selection

With these selection criteria, a total of 660 runs with 989'741 events are enclosed in the data sam¬

ple used for this analysis. The corresponding HV and subtrigger corrected luminosity is 570 nb~ '.
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Figure 6.5: The yield plot from Fig. 6.3 cor¬

rected for the CJC gain dependence accord¬

ing to Eq. (6.1 ).

Figure 6.6: The difference of each bin to the

mean yield is plotted and fitted with a gaus¬

sian. The width of o ~ 1 indicates, that the

remaining fluctuations in the corrected yield

plot (Fig. 6.5) are statistical variations due to

the fine binning.
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6.3 Reconstruction of Kinematic Quantities

The kinematic variables describing the p° photoproduction are introduced in Sect. 2.1. For the

events studied in this analysis, only the two decay pions were measured and therefore only the

pion track parameters are available to reconstruct the kinematic quantities.

Four momentum transfer at the electron vertex Q2

During the reconstruction of the event dedicated electron finders identify electron candidates in

the LAr and the SpaCal calorimeters. The scattered electron is determined from these electron

candidates by requiring

• The energy of the scattered electron candidate has to greater than 8 GeV.

• The fraction of the energy of clusters within an r/ — (ft distance of 0.5 of the scattered electron

candidate and the scattered electron candidate's energy has to be less than 1.03, the so called

isolation criteria.

If more than one scattered electron candidate is found, only the one with the highest transverse

momentum is flagged as scattered electron.
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The value of Q~ can then be reconstructed using the relation

Q2 = 2EE,(l + can9) (6.2)

with E being the initial electron energy (27.6 GcV) and E' the energy of the scattered electron.

The backward calorimeter SpaCal can detect the scattered electron with scattering angles larger
than approx. 4.5° (f? < 175.5°). The selection cuts from Sect. 6.4 explicitly reject events contain¬

ing the scattered electron and limit Q2 to values below Q2 « 4 GcV2. The lower limit is given

by [72]:

Q
2
mm

m2y2

(i-'y)
HT12 GeV3 (6.3)

The average Q2 value of all events passing the selection cuts (Sect. 6.4) was determined from

Monte Carlo studies and amounts to 0.01 GeV2. In Fig. 6.7 the average Q'ien value as function of

flcc is plotted.
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Figure 6.7: The average Q2en value for each reconstructed W/t-b'm. It rises from 0.0034 GeV2

for low |/| to 0.33 GcV for the high \t\ values.

The remaining kinematic variables rnww, W7P and t can be calculated from the four-momentum of

the p°. From the measured pion track momentum one can extract the four-momentum of the decay

pions using the charged pion mass hypothesis and from that easily reconstruct the four-momentum

of the p° (pp — (Ep,pp)) by addition.
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Di-pion mass m^

The invariant mass rnwn of" the two pions is obtained from pp by

m7 *} \Pp\2 (6.4)

In Fig. 6.8 the reconstructed values for mwn are compared to the generated values for the MC

events. On the right side the difference m

7T7T

roo

777T
m

gril is plotted versus the generated m%'n . Apart
from single outliers, the quality of the reconstructed m,

right plot of Fig. 6.8.

value is good as can be seen from the

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

rrC [GeV]

Figure 6.8: The left plot shows MC reconstructed versus generated mwir. On the right side is the

difference m

were applied.

rn:

fiOll

shown versus rtû-w The distributions are shown after all selection cuts

yp center of mass energy
W,

7I>

For Q2 = Q2mn the transverse momentum of the virtual photon is zero and hence the longitudinal
momentum can be expressed by — E1, considering Eq. 6.3 where Q2nin is «=; 0 for the kinematic

phase space considered in this analysis. Then energy and longitudinal momentum conservation

can be written in the form

Ery + Ep —

~;7 ~?P
^

Ep + Epl

Pz.„ + P.,

z,7"

(6.5)

(6.6)

The incoming protons have only longitudinal momentum and therefore Ep ?a Pzp, and since

the proton is scattered at very low angles, the transverse momentum of the scattered proton is

negligible and Ep, & Bz,p>- Thus subtracting Eq. 6.6 from Eq. 6.5 results in
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lljry "" 1
£ ry

Zll/yy> % litß *
Z ß (6.7)

With Eq. 2.5 the photon-proton center-of-mass energy can be written as

W2p « lE^Ep « 2(Ep - P^p)Ep (6.8)

where the energy and the longitudinal momentum of the p() can be extracted from pp. The recon¬

structed values for W1P are compared to the generated values for the MC events and shown in

Fig. 6.9 along with the quantity (W - W^n)/W^u versus W§?.
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Figure 6.9: The left plot shows MC reconstructed versus generated Wlp. On the right side is the

quantity (W^c — Wy"l)/WJf shown versus W^pn. The distributions are shown after all selection

cuts were applied.

Within the W1P range considered for this analysis (20 < W7P [GcV] < 90) the reconstructed

values are well described. A comparison between the reconstructed MC values of W1P and the

data is given in Fig. 6.10. For the MC events, the elastic and proton-dissociative production is

shown individually as well as as the total jp MC.

Four momentum transfer at the proton vertex t

The four-momentum transfer at the proton vertex t in the approximation Q2 ~ 0 and E1 k, —Pz>1
can be expressed as
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Figure 6.10: The kinematic variable W1P calculated from reconstructed quantities as in Eq. 6.8

for data and Monte Carlo events. The total yp MC corresponds to the sum of elastic and proton-

dissociative photoproduction of p° vector mesons.

(Ci. 7)

-Q'2 - 2qPp + in;

-2E,f(Ep + PZiP) + m2

-(Ep-PZjp)(Ep+P^p) + m;

[E2p P2 )
z,p>

+ mi

-Pi

T,P (6.9)

In Fig. 6.11 the comparison between reconstructed and generated values for \t\ is shown in the

same way as before for m^, while Fig. 6.12 shows the comparison between the reconstructed

MC values and the data for \t\.

Of course the approximation Q2 ?» 0 in Eq. (6.9) is not strictly true as can be seen from Fig. 6.7.

Especially at higher t values the contribution from non-zero Q2 values to the transverse momentum

of the p° increases. This is reflected in a larger calculated t value than the actual four-momentum

transfer at the proton vertex. However this contribution is small for the t range of this analysis

(r < Ii GeV~) as is shown in Fig. 6.13, where the relative fraction of the events with a Q2-.^ value

larger than a certain threshold is plotted against the reconstructed \t\.
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Figure 6.11: The left plot shows MC reconstructed versus generated \t\. On the right side is the

difference |/;|mt; — |/|ff0" shown versus |/.|g<;". The distributions are shown after all selection cuts

were applied.
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Figure 6.12: The kinematic variable t calculated from reconstructed quantities as in Eq. (6.9) for

data and MC events. The total yp MC corresponds to the sum of elastic and proton-dissociative

photoproduction of p° vector mesons.
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Fraction of the photon momentum carried by the pomeron 7>

The last kinematic variable needed for the analysis is x-p. It is defined as

.TF =
My + Ql

gen (6.10)
w2 + o2

and can be interpreted as fraction of the photon momentum carried by the pomeron. By requiring

tt < 0.01 the mass of the dissociative system My is restricted to values below ~ 20 GcV and

thus ensures the diffractive nature of the interaction.
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6.4 Event Selection

The diffractive production of pn mesons is mediated by a colorless exchange particle and yields

therefore no further final state particle besides the vector meson's decay pions, the scattered elec¬

tron and in case of dissociation the proton dissociative system (proton remnant) in forward direc¬

tion. The charged decay pions from the p° meson are therefore the only final state particles in the

central region of the H1 detector.

This clean signature mainly motivates the selection cuts listed below.

No scattered electron

In the photoproduction regime the electron emits a quasi real photon with very low momentum

transfer Q2. Hence the electron escapes the detector through the beam pipe. Therefore the pres¬

ence of a scattered electron after the reconstruction is explicitly excluded.

Z-Vertex

The z-vertex position is required to be within 25 cm of the nominal IP. Events with a z-vertex

outside this signal region are treated as background.
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Figure 6.14: The distribution of the reconstructed z-vertex for the selected events. The dashed

lines indicate the signal region within 25 cm around the nominal IP.
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No unassociated energy cluster above 500 MeV

As the TT+TT" from the p° are the only final state particles in the central part of the detector, the

calorimeter only contains energy depositions (clusters) associated with the two decay pions. All

events with at least one unassociated energy cluster above noise level (500 MeV) are thus rejected.
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Figure 6.15: The maximum energy cluster in the LAr calorimeter, not associated to a track.

Tracking

During the reconstruction of the event a standard track selection is applied with the track selection

criteria listed in Table 6.2. Only tracks passing these selection criteria arc considered. The event

should contain exactly two such tracks in the central region.

Track selection for central tracks

Minimal pr [McV] 120

Range in 6 20° - 160°

Maximal /?.start [cm] 50

Minimal i?iength [cm] 10

(5if0> 150°)

Tabic 6.2: The track selection criteria for reconstructed tracks in the central regions applied during

the reconstruction.

X \ V XX "• ^ \ * ^' ^\ "\^ X ^ V' '".xi '\ ; ^ \ -\
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Transverse momentum

The transverse momentum of each track has to be larger than 200 McV while the trigger sl4

requires at least two tracks with px > 160 McV. This cut precludes possible threshold effects

arising from the trigger condition. From the back-to-back decay of a p° (770 McV) at rest into

two tt's (140 McV) a mean transverse momentum per tt of (770 - (2 • 14()))/2 = 250MeV is

expected. But the bulk of the p° are produced with low transverse momentum and not at rest.

The transverse momentum for the reconstructed tt tracks is therefore slightly larger and is given

in Fig. 6.16.
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Figure 6.16: The transverse momentum of the reconstructed tracks. The mean transverse momen¬

tum is roughly 300 McV due to the non-zero transverse momentum of the p° meson.

Central region

The polar angle Ö of each pion track has to be in the central region defined as

2O°<0<16O° (6.11)

Invariant Mass

The invariant mass of the two tracks m^ under the charged pion mass hypothesis should be within

0.6 < m [GeV] < 1.1 (6.12)

with the nominal mass of the p° vector meson being 0.768 GcV [51].
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Figure 6.18: The dipion mass under the charged pion mass hypothesis.
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Kinematic phase space

The relevant kinematic variables are the momentum transfer at the proton vertex t. and the center

of mass energy for the proton-photon system W7[„ both defined in Sect. 2.1 and reconstructed as

stated in Sect. 6.3. As the aim of the analysis is to measure the W1V dependence of the p° pho¬

toproduction cross section and study the dependence as function of t, it is natural to split the data

sample into 2-dimensional analysis bins (W1P, t). For that purpose, the data sample is divided in

12 /. bins between 0 and 3 GeV2. Each / bin is further subdivided in either 10 or 5 W1P bins,

depending on the t value. In total 80 bins in r and W1P are defined and referred to as VF//-bins.
The bin edges are listed in Table 6.3 and illustrated in Fig. 6.20 in the Wlp-t plane.

The determination of the W/t-b'm edges was based on two criteria:

1. The acceptance dependence within the bins should be small. The acceptance is discussed in

more detail in Sect. 7.2.

2. The number of events per bin should be roughly constant to ensure comparable statistical

errors for the cross sections, Fig. 6.19. Up to |i| ~ 0.5 GeV2 the variation within a t bin

as well as between the t bins are rather moderate. The significant drop of number of events

per bin for larger \t lvalues is due to the exponential fall off of the cross section and the bin

width of the /, bins.
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Figure 6.19: Raw event numbers of selected events per W/t.-bm.
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Analysis Bin in Wlp-i Plane

\t\ range Number of Wlp bincdges

[GeV2] W-Bins [GeV]

0.00 - 0.02 10 [20, 23, 26, 29, 33, 38, 43, 49, 55, 61, 69]

0.02 - 0.05 10 [20, 23, 26, 29, 33, 38, 43, 49, 55, 61, 69]

0.05 - 0.09 10 [23, 25, 28, 31, 35, 40, 46, 53, 60, 66, 74]

0.09-0.16 10 [23, 25, 28, 31, 35, 40, 46, 53, 60, 66, 74]

0.16-0.22 5 [23, 29, 37, 47, 60, 75]

0.22 - 0.30 5 [23, 29, 37, 47, 60, 75]

0.30 - 0.50 5 [23, 29, 37, 47, 60, 75]

0.50 - 0.70 5 [23,29,38,48,62,77)

0.70- 1.00 5 [23, 29, 38, 48, 62, 77)

1.00 - 1.50 5 [24, 29, 38, 50, 65, 85]

1.50-2.00 5 [25, 30, 40, 52, 69, 90]

2.00 - 3.00 5 [25, 30, 40, 52, 69, 90]

Table 6.3: The selected data events with the 80 analysis bins in W1P-t plane. The four t bins below

0.16 GeV2 are subdivided into ten W1P bins, the other eight t bins encompass live W1P bins.
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6.5 Invariant Mass Distribution

The invariant mass distribution of the two tracks under a charged pion mass hypothesis is shown

in Fig. 6.21. The dipion mass spectrum for the resonant pi] decaying to 7r+Tr~ is well described

by a relativistic Breit-Wigner function. However, due to the large width of the p° meson there is a

sizeable interference between the resonant p° production and nonresonant dipion production.

This interference results in a distortion of the line shape with respect to a relativistic Breit-Wigner

distribution and is referred to as skewing. The distortion of the p° line shape was already seen in

fixed-target experiments and first discussed in 1965 [731. Several parametrizations were proposed

in the 60ies and 70ies to extract the resonant p[) mesons from the invariant 7r+Tr~ mass spectrum.
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Figure 6.21: The invariant mass distribution of the two tracks under the charged pion mass hy¬

pothesis. The line shape is distorted with respect to a relativistic Breit-Wigner distribution which

is referred to as skewing. The low mass side is enhanced whereas higher masses are suppressed.

• H1 '05 uncorrected
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For this analysis two different parametrizations were used and the results were compared. Both

parametrizations are based on the relativistic Breit-Wigner distribution:

BW(m7
mpm^Yp

[m
p rnlny+ (mpTp)

(6.13)

with mp the nominal p° mass and Tp the momentum dependent width [74] defined as

r„ = r (6.14)

where rp0 is the nominal p° width. The methods differ in the modelling of the lineshape distor¬

tion.

Ross-Stodolsky The ansatz by M. Ross and L. Stodolsky [54] introduces a dipion mass varia¬

tion (mp/m1rir)n in the production process of the p° with n being the so-called skewing

parameter. This skewing term is multiplied with the relativistic Breit-Wigner:

dN
= Nbw • BW(rnn

rn,

rn7

+ B (6.15)

with the normalization factor for the Breit-Wigner contribution Nbw and the remaining

background B. In Fig. 6.23 the dipion mass spectrum is fitted with the Ross-Stodolsky

model from Eq. (6.15) and compared to the unskewed relativistic Breit-Wigner.

Söding P. Söding [73] describes the tt+tt
"

photoproduction as sum of the resonant tt+tt" pro¬

duction given by the Breit-Wigner and a non-resonant tt+tt~ background from 'Drell-like'

processes [75]. The diagrams for the corresponding processes are given in Fig. 6.22.
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(a) Resonant 7r-produaion (b) Non-resonant 7r-produclion

Figure 6.22: Diagrams representing the different tt"1 tt production processes, resonant (a) and

non-resonant (b).
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The full parametrization can be written in the form

dN NB\v • nym^Tp + / (77j" — in
2 )
7T7T J

dm
t \m< ml)" + (irtTn)"

+ B (6.16)

with the normalization factors for the Breit-Wigner contribution NPlW, the interference part

/ and the remaining background B. Fig. 6.24 shows the mass spectrum fitted with the

Söding model and its contributions.

The parametrization from Ross-Stodolsky is taken as default model, while the ansatz by P. Söding

serves as control model. Tt will be shown that both models lead to compatible results.
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Figure 6.23: The dipion mass distribution fitted with the model by Ross-Stodolsky. The solid

line corresponds to the lit with a non-zero skewing parameter a. The dashed line represents the

resonant contribution corresponding to an unskewed relativistic Breit-Wigner.
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Figure 6.24: The invariant mass distribution fitted with the method by R Söding. The solid line

corresponds to the full fit. The dashed line represents the resonant contribution and the dotted line

shows the interference responsible for the lineshape distortion.
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6.6 Forward Tagging

To separate the elastic and inelastic events, the forward region of the HI detector is used. The

separation is based on tagging the inelastic events by the detector response in the forward region

originating from the proton remnant.

The available subdetectors for the run period under study are the Forward Tagging System (FTS)

and the Forward Muon Detector (FMD), both described in Sect. 4.2.3. The detector response for

the two subdetectors are given in Fig. 6.25 and Fig. 6.26 respectively.
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Figure 6.25: Detector response of the Forward Tagging System without corrections. Only the two

closer stations at 26 m and 28 m are considered.

All events containing at least one positive response (hit) from any subdetector is considered as

inelastic. For the FTS any hit in a scintillator counter is taken as positive signal while for the FMD

at least 2 hit pairs were defined as positive response.

tagfo (hit.FTS26m || hitFTS28ni II hiti'MD) (6.17)

The description of the hit multiplicity in the FTS is rather poor (Fig. 6.25). Particles interacting

with the beam pipe produce secondary particles which can be detected in the FTS. In most cases

these secondary particles are the product of a hadronization process and are grouped in narrow

jets. In the MC simulation the jet shape is responsible for the spread of these particles. An inade¬

quate jet shape in the simulation can cause differences in the hit multiplicity.

Another origin of differing hit multiplicities is the fact, that the HI simulation program (H1SIM),

which is based on GEANT, tracks only particles above a threshold of 1 GeV or 5 GeV, depend¬

ing on the material. Therefore the number of particles in the MC simulation reaching the FTS is

certainly smaller than for real data.
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Figure 6.26: Detector response of the Forward Muon Detector without corrections.

A subsample of lOO'OOO events was reprocessed using HI SIM with a threshold of 10 McV. The

description of the hit multiplicity for the individual FTS scintillators improved while the time

needed by the simulation program increased by a factor of 7 (2) for the elastic (proton-dissociative)

MC sample.

The purpose of the FTS is to serve as tag for inelastic events, therefore it is not important how

many scintillators detect a hit, but rather if any of the scintillators deliver a positive signal. The

relevant ratio for this analysis is therefore the description of 'hit' to 'no hit' (Fig. 6.27).
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The overall hit - no hit description improved only little when using the lower threshold for H1SIM

and therefore the refined MC simulation was not applied to all events. A reweighting factor for

the default MC sample is determined nevertheless and used for the systematic error estimation,

described in Sect. 8.4.

The simulation of the detector response in the HI SIM program does not include noise, which can

be seen from the FMD response for elastic MC events in Fig. 6.26. Therefore a dedicated study

was performed to estimate the noise contribution using random triggered events. During the entire

data taking a random trigger is active with a trigger rate of 0.2 Hz.

The aim was to determine the contributions to the forward activity not associated with the proton

remnant. Therefore only those events were selected, where an additional p{) from photoproduction

would still satisfy the si4 trigger requirement:

• Not more than 1 reconstructed track.

The sl4 trigger allows for a third track. A second track in the random event would violate

the trigger element FTT_mul_Ta < 4.

• No veto condition is active

If any of the si4 vetoes would be set, the event is rejected already at trigger level.

The detector response from the FTS and the FMD for this selection is interpreted as noise and

combines all contributions from electronic noise and overlap events. For the MC simulation, each

event is altered by adding hits to the FTS and the FMD response from random distributions equiv¬

alent to the obtained noise distributions as pictured in Fig. 6.28.
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Figure 6.28: Noise contributions for the forward subdetectors taken from random triggered events.

In most cases (> 92%) there is no noise contribution (left bin). The remaining percentage of the

events has a certain probability of some additional hits due to noise.

The description of the FMD hit pair multiplicity is overestimated in the MC simulation. To com¬

pensate for this an additional inefficiency is introduced where in average 40% of all hits in the

event are removed.
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Finally the description of the FTS and the FMD in the MC simulation is in well agreement with

the observed behavior (Fig. 6.29). Even though the FMD hit pair multiplicity is still overestimated

for large hit multiplicities (Fig. 6.29(c)), the description for a few hits is fine and sufficient for the

purpose of tagging inelastic events with at least 2 hit pairs.
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6.6.1 Tagging Probability

The tagging probability is determined from MC studies for elastic and proton-dissociative p° pro¬

duction separately and differentially in / (Fig. 6.30). These probabilities are relevant for the deter¬

mination of the clastic and proton-dissociative cross section in Sect. 8.2.

For the proton-dissociative p" production, the mass of the dissociating system My is directly re¬

lated to the spread of the proton remnant. The dependence of the tagging probability as function

of the mass My is given in Fig. 6.31. The FTS is rather flat and therefore independent of the

My description in the MC simulation. The FMD on the other hand is sensitive to variations in

the My description. To account for the unknown mass spectrum of the dissociative system, the

proton-dissociative events are reweighted according to My

error.
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Figure 6.30: The tagging probability of

the forward tag (Eq. (6.17)) for elas¬

tic and proton-dissociative MC events.
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Figure 6.31: The forward tag detects the

secondary particles from the proton rem¬

nant and hence depends on the mass of

the dissociative system My. The tag¬

ging probability for the two forward de¬

tectors is given as function of My. The

dashed line indicates the upper bound on

My due to the Xf cut in the visible cross

section definition. Within the considered

range, the FTS is rather independent on

My, whereas the FMD tag heavily de¬

pends on the mass. This is taken into ac¬

count in the systematic error estimation.
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6.7 Background

The main background for p° production is the non-resonant dipion production. Furthermore, the

following background sources arc studied in more detail:

• eft meson production

• u> meson production

• p(1450) and />(1700) meson production decaying to tt^tt'AA

• p° meson production outside the kinematical signal definition of

Q2 < 4 GeV2 and ;rF < 0.01

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0

m [GeV]

Figure 6.32: The dipion mass spectra from Fig. 6.21 including the contributions from Monte

Carlo studies of (ft and co mesons. The enhancement of the data around 1.6 GeV is assigned to the

p' —> Ait" channel.

The non-resonant dipion production is already taken into account within the Ross-Stodolsky and

the Söding model when fitting the invariant mass shape.
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The event topology of the decay (ft —> K+K~ is similar to the p° decay into two charged pions.

However, reconstructing the two kaons under the charged pion mass hypothesis yields an invariant

mass which is always below O.fi GeV and thus the background from this channel is completely

negligible.

The lu meson can either decay into 2 charged pions and a neutral pion or into two charged pi¬

ons only. For the first decay mode u —> tt
' 7r~7r° the selection cut on the unassociated energy

suppresses already a large fraction of the events while the bulk of the remaining events has a re¬

constructed dipion mass of less than 0.6 GeV. The second mode u —> Att~ is heavily supressed

w.r.t. to the three pion decay and can be seen in the p
— to interference which can be neglected [17]

as well.

The heavy p mesons (p(1450), p(170())) are also referred to as p'. The Crystal Barrel collabora¬

tion measured the ratio BB(p' -> An)/BR(p' -> 2tt) to be 0.37 ± 0.10 and 0.16 ± 0.04 for the

p(1450) and />(1700) respectively [76]. As the channel p' — Att is dominated by the the decay to

four charged pions 27t+27r~, which is already rejected at trigger level, the branching ratio for the

decay to 2 charged and 2 neutral pions (7r+7r~7ru7r°) is significantly smaller [77]. The contribu¬

tion of the channel p' —> Att~ can be estimated from the dipion mass spectra (as in Fig. 6.32),

which shows an indication in the expected mass region around mnw » 1.6 GcV at a level of 0.5%

compared to the p() signal.

The total background contribution arising from the production of the vector mesons (ft, uj, and p' is

estimated to be smaller than 2% and treated as normalization uncertainty on the result.

The background from p{) production outside the visible cross section Q2 < 4 GcV" and xp <

0.01 (see Sect. 7.1) is included in the Monte Carlo simulation and is taken into account in the

reconstruction efficiency.



Chapter 7

Acceptance and Efficiency

The selected events in the data sample represent p" candidates within a well defined geometrical

region and phase space. If the p° decay pions escape through the beam pipe the HI detector is

obviously not able to detect them (geometrical limitation). The same is true if one of the decay

pions has a transverse momentum of less than 100 MeV (kinematical limitation). The overall loss

of events due to these limitations is called acceptance A. In addition, events can be lost if the HI

reconstruction fails or through trigger inefficiencies which are combined in the efficiency e.

To compensate for all these losses the obtained number of events from the data sample is corrected

with an overall efficiency determined from Monte Carlo studies. The generated p° events from the

MC generator are passed through the HI detector simulation HI SIM and fed to the reconstruction

routines of H1REC. To obtain the Ftt subtrigger elements in the MC simulation, the Ftt emu¬

lation program Fttemu is used. As the overall efficiency strongly depends on the kinematical

variables W1V and r, it is determined for each of the 80 W/f-bins (Table 6.3) separately as a func¬

tion of mnn in bins of 25 MeV.

The number of events is extracted from the invariant mass distribution in the mass range 0.6 <

m^ [GcV] < 1.1, therefore only the correction factors within this mass range are relevant (the

unshaded area in the figures).

The figures showing the individual correction factors will only show nine selected W/t-b\m in¬

stead of all 80 bins. The selected W/r-bins represent the low t (t = -0.010 GcV, upper row),

medium t(t = -0.069 GcV, middle row) and high t (t = -0.58 GcV, lower row) domain as well

as the low W1P (left column), medium W7P (middle column) and the high W1P (right column)

region. The individual Wlp range for the various f-regions depend on the / value itself.

7.1 Visible Cross Section Definition

The cross section for a process can only be determined for a well defined phase space and is

referred to as visible cross section. As the data events shall be corrected with respect to the visible
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cross section, the Monte Carlo sample is restricted to the corresponding phase space defined as

Qlcn < 4 GcV2 (7.1)

,rF < 0.01 (7.2)

with j-p defined as in Eq. (6.10).

The upper bound on Q2 limits the phase space to the •yp regime and the .i p cut pins down the

diffractive region for the proton dissociation. All correction factors determined by Monte Carlo

methods are always with respect to this phase space.

7.2 Acceptance

Since the H1 detector does not have a complete An coverage, there are certain geometrical areas

where the final state is not or only partially detected. These areas are excluded and according to

MC simulation taken into account. As this correction is of a purely geometrical nature it is de¬

scribed very well in the MC simulation.

Also kinematical limits such as the lower bound on the py of a charged particle are corrected for

by the acceptance in the MC simulation.

For this measurement the acceptance of the detector is defined as follows

20° < 0geil < 100° (7.3)

0.2 GcV < pfu (7.4)

whereas both requirements are applied to the generated quantities of each pion four vector in the

event.

The acceptance correction A is then defined as

A = J^- (7.5)
^visible

where NM c
denotes the number of events within the detector acceptance and iVvlslbie stands for all

generated events inside the phase space of the visible cross section.

The acceptance correction A integrated over the mass in the range 0.6 < rnnn [GcV] < 1.1 is

shown in Fig. 7.1 as determined from MC studies for each W/t-b'm.
The decrease of the acceptance at the t bin edges comes from the 0 requirement at low (high) Wlp
and corresponds to a boost in forward (backward) direction where the pions are more and more

outside the B range given in (7.3).
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Figure 7.1: The acceptance A for each W/t-bm integrated over m^ in the range 0.6 <

m[GeV] < 1.1.

The acceptance variation along the t bins originates from the py threshold (Eq. (7.4)). For a p°

produced at rest, the expected transverse momentum of the decay pions is 250 MeV. If the p° is

boosted in the transverse plane, the transverse momentum of the pions as measured in the labo¬

ratory frame is boosted as well. If the decay plane of the pions is not perpendicular to the boost

direction, one pion will be boosted along the p° boost and is reconstructed with a larger py in

the laboratory frame while the other pion is boosted in the opposite direction and will be recon¬

structed with a lower py. With increasing boost t, the opposite pion will eventually drop below

the py threshold and fail the acceptance requirement.

For |i| — 0.5 GeV2 the decay pion emerging exactly opposite to the boost direction remains

at rest in the laboratory frame. The acceptance A reaches a minimum over the t bins around

|/| -0.5GeV2.

For \t | > 0.5 GeV2 both decay pions will be boosted along the p° boost. For large enough t, both

decay pions will be reconstructed with apy larger than 200 MeV and the acceptance A rises again.

In Fig. 7.2 the acceptance A is shown for the nine selected W/t-bins differentially in m,^. The

mass dependence of the acceptance is dominated by the py threshold for the low mass region at

low \t\. The drop at high masses comes from the fact, that for large m^ the opening angle of the

pions in 6 is large and therefore one pion is more likely to escape the 9 range.
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7.3 Efficiency

While the acceptance accounts for those events, which cannot be seen by the detector for geo¬

metrical and/or kinematical reasons, the efficiency accounts for all events which are lost due to

inefficiencies in the data processing and trigger chains. The two main contributions are the recon¬

struction efficiency and the trigger efficiency.

7.3.1 Reconstruction Efficiency

The reconstruction efficiency compensates for all inefficiencies which arise during the reconstruc¬

tion of the event as well as the efficiencies of the selection cuts. The reconstruction efficiency is

determined from the reconstructed variables of the Monte Carlo simulation and includes therefore
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all migrations between the individual W/t-bins due to the smearing of the kinematical variables

W1P and t during the reconstruction. The reconstruction efficiency £r0P is defined as

Nrt

N
'

ivacc

with Nn.c denoting the number of reconstructed events after the selection cuts.

(7.6)

The reconstmction efficiency cm. for the selected W//-bins is shown in Fig. 7.3. In the relevant

mass range the efficiency £rcc is rather flat and decreases with larger / from ^ 60% to ^ 40%.
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Figure 7.3: The reconstruction efficiency e,P(. for the nine selected W/t-b'ms.

The migration of events between the bins can be monitored using the quantities Purity and Stability

defined as
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Purity

Stability

Aeckgen

Ntcc

1 »recA/gcn

Nt
gen

(7.7)

(7.8)

(7.9)

with NTei- (iV8(.n) the number of reconstructed (generated) events in the PF/f-bin and A^rec^Rrn the

number of events which are reconstructed in the same W/t-bin as they are generated. The purity is

a measure for events migrating into a W/t-bin during the reconstruction. For a high reconstruction

efficiency the stability measures the migration out of a W/t-bin. For this analysis however, the

stability is dominated by the (low) reconstruction efficiency. Both quantities are shown in Fig. 7.4.
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Figure 7.4: Purity and stability can be used to monitor the migrations of events between W/t-bins

during the reconstruction. Migrations are due to smearing in the kinematical variables. For this

analysis the stability is dominated by the reconstruction efficiency and hence not very useful to

monitor the migration out of a W/t-bin.

7.3.2 Trigger Efficiency

To assure that the trigger elements are correctly modelled in the MC simulation, an independent

data sample - called monitor sample - is used. It was triggered by inclusive DIS subtriggers

depending only on trigger elements based on the backward calorimeter (SpaCal):

sO SPCLe_IET > 1 v:3 f:0

S3 SPCLe_IET > 2 v:5 f:0

The monitor sample is compared to MC simulations for elastic and inelastic DIS p° production

generated by the diffVM generator. The simulation of the FTT and the CIP trigger elements for the

MC events show deviations w.r.t. the monitor sample. Thus the MC events need to be reweighted
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in order to obtain the best possible description in the MC simulation.

To obtain a clean monitor sample with similar event topologies and especially comparable tracker

occupancy, the following selection cuts arc applied to the monitor events:

• scattered electron

The subtrigger sO and s3 explicitly trigger on the scattered electron. The presence of the

scattered electron is therefore also required. Only events where the scattered electrons has

an energy larger than 20 CeV are accepted.

• Z-Vertex

The z-vertex position is required to be within 25 cm of the nominal IP.

• Tracking

Exactly two reconstructed and primary vertex fitted tracks of opposite charge in the central

region.

• Transverse momentum

The reconstructed tracks must have at least 200 MeV transverse momentum each

• Invariant mass

The invariant mass of the two tracks under the charged pion mass hypothesis should be

within 0.6 < m%n [GeV] < 1.1 with the nominal mass of the p° vector meson being

0.768 GeV |51].

The selection criteria are as close as possible to the selection cuts for the analysis data sample

(Sect. 6.4). This is necessary in order to be able to compare the monitor sample in DIS with the

analysis sample in yp and hence to be able to apply the reweighting functions obtained in DIS to

the yp regime.

FTT trigger efficiency

As the Ftt delivers track wise information, the trigger efficiency for a single track as function of

the track parameters py, (ft and 0 can be determined. This single track efficiency depends only on

the track parameter set (py, (ft and 9) and is independent of the production regime (DIS or yp) for

a given tracker occupancy.

In Fig. 7.5 the individual dependencies of the single track trigger efficiency are shown. The effi¬

ciency obtained from the MC events overestimates the efficiency in the data by 4% while the shape

of the dependencies is well modelled. In general the single track trigger efficiency varies around

90%.

For the 9 dependency a significant drop around 90° is observed, called 9 dip. Particles penetrating

the tracker chamber under 0 ~ 90" deposit less energy in the tracking volume and induce thus

lower currents on the sense wire. The single hit efficiency is therefore reduced and observed as

dip in the single track efficiency.
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Figure 7.5: Efficiencies of the FTT subtrigger 14 as function of py, (ft and 9 for Data and MC.

The efficiencies obtained from MC events overestimate the efficiency determined from the data

sample by roughly 4%. The dip around 9 ~ 90° (c) is due to a lower energy depositions of

particles passing the tracker perpendicular to the beam pipe.

Besides the overall normalization correction of 4%, the single track efficiency is reweighted in the

variables pT and 9. To account for the correlation of the two variables the reweighting is done

simultaneously using a 2-dimensional fit of the form:

/fttOpt, 0) = A0~Ay^+ (A2 + A3s/pï) (9 - A5)2 - A4 (9 ~ A-,)4 (7.10)

The six parameters A^ can be interpreted as follows:

Aq: The overall normalization of the correction.

A-\ : Coefficient of the pure py dependence.

A2'. Parameter for the depth of the 9 dip.

Ay Parameter for the depth of the 9 dip dependent on ypy.

Ay. Coefficient of the pure 0 dependence.

Ary Position of the 9 dip.

The function parameters obtained by the fits to the data and the MC events arc summarized in

Table 7.1.

H! '05 Monitor Sample

A'/yA DISMC

y'K-

yy4yyyyy">44yy

'';/.{. ^%%.yyy!,.4.Ay.yyJ:.:y.j.'.:\
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Parameters for the Ftt reweight function

A{) Ay A, [-10^] A, [.10°] At [TO9] Ar,

HI '05 Data 96.3 ± 2.7 325 ± 164 3.6 ± 2.0 2.6 ± 6.8 8.2 ± 4.3 91.8 ±4.2

MC events 96.8 ±1.1 284 ± 64 3.8 ± 0.7 9.2 ±2.9 11.1 ±1.4 91.1 ± 1.1

Table 7.1: Para meters used to reweight the F'TT efficiency in the MC events using Eq. (7.10).

The ratio /^''(pt,^)//^^^11'^) 's P'°tted in Fig. 7.6 and applied to each reconstructed track

in the MC events to obtain a sufficient description of the Ftt efficiency in the MC simulation. The

corrected single track efficiencies are given in Fig. 7.7. Not only the py and 9 distributions are

much better modelled but also the (ft distribution is correctly described.

160

pT[GeV]
4.0 20

Figure 7.6: The correction function f(py, 0) from Eq. (7.10) that is applied to the MC events.

CIP trigger efficiency

After reweighting the Ftt trigger efficiency, the CIP trigger efficiency is studied. The CIP trigger

only delivers trigger elements for the whole event, not for individual tracks. Thus it is necessary to

define a variable with comparable trigger dependencies between the DIS and the yp regime. Such

a variable is the arithmetic mean of the polar angle 9 = ^ (9y + 92) of the two reconstructed pion
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Figure 7.7: Efficiencies of the Fit subtrigger 14 as function of py, cp and 9 corrected with a

2-dimensional function in pry and 9 for Data and MC events.

tracks and has a similar phenomenology as W7[):
For small values of 9, both pions are reconstructed more towards the forward region as for low

W7P while for large values of 9 the pions are rather detected in the backward region (large W1P).

This allows to characterize the CIP trigger efficiency in a production independent manner and to

some extent differentially w.r.t. W1V.
In Fig. 7.8(a) the efficiency for the CIP trigger elements is plotted versus 9. The uncorrected MC

distribution was fitted with a quadratic polynomial of the form

eMC/

the obtained parameters are listed in Table 7.2.

(7.11)

Parameters for the CIP reweight function

Co Cy [-It)"3] C2 [TO"5]

MC events 1.02 ±0.03 -5.1 ±0.7 2.86 ± 0.38

Table 7.2: Parameters used to reweight the CIP efficiency in the MC events using Eq. (7.11).

The efficiency obtained from data events is flat in 9 with a mean value of 93.4%. The MC simula¬

tion is corrected according to:

''"cir(0)
0.934

JÏW)
(7.12)
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The efficiencies of the Ftt and the CIP for the nine selected W/t-bins is given in Fig. 7.9.
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Veto efficiencies

The remaining contributors to the s 14 subtrigger are the vetos from the LAr, the veto wall and the

FTI scintillator. The selection cut on the unassociated energy is a much tighter requirement than

the LAr inner forward veto as can be seen in Fig. 7.10.

ü

C
CD

U—
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10"

10":

LAr IF

^unass GUI

_i i i i—i i i i i i i i i_

..m-

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

iog(My)

Figure 7.10: LAr IF veto versus unassociated energy cut as function of the mass of the dissociative

system My.

In the MC simulation the LAr subtrigger element is described within 2% after the reweighting of

the Ftt and the CIP which is added to the systematic error while no reweighting is applied.

The other veto conditions are not included in the MC simulation and are estimated from random

trigger events. For the FTI no significant contribution was found, the veto wall efficiency is de¬

scribed within 0.5% and also added to the systematic error estimation.

All variation in the veto conditions are applied as constant weights and have therefore no influence

on the measurement of the energy dependence or the pomeron trajectory.

Trigger efficiency

For the overall trigger efficiency the trigger elements from the Ftt, the CIP and the LAr IF are

requested in the MC simulation and the trigger efficiency is defined as

-trig
Ax.

(7.13)
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with iV,MR denoting all reconstructed and selected events passing the trigger requirement. The

overall trigger efficiency is given in Fig. 7.11 for the nine selected W/t-bins.
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7.4 Overall Correction

The acceptance A and efficiency e are combined to the overall correction factor, determined triple

differentially in W1P, t and mnn:

rei.l 1 — "
' free " ^Iiir

NlriK
(7.14)

Nvisible

The overall correction factors are shown in Fig. 7.12 for the selected W/t-bins. Each correction
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factor is applied to the corresponding W/t-bin with the uncorrected invariant mass spectrum.

The obtained fully corrected mass distributions can be fitted to extract the number of resonant p°

photoproduction events.
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Chapter 8

Cross Section Determination

8.1 Fitting the Invariant Mass Distribution

The invariant mass distribution of dipion events is distorted with respect to a resonant pion produc¬

tion from the p° decay. As described in Sect. 6.5, the resonant pion production can be extracted

by fitting the invariant mass spectra with modified Breit-Wigner functions.

Fig. 8.1 shows the dipion mass spectra after the overall corrections and integrated over all W/t-bins.
In Fig. 8.1(a) the Ross-Stodolsky method was applied to extract the parameters of the p° while

in Fig. 8.1(b) the Söding method was used. Both spectra were fitted within the mass range

O.G < ninn [GeV] < 1.1. The fit results for the mass and width of the p° are summarized in

Table 8.1.

Fit Results for Integrated Mass Spectrum

p{) Parameter Ross-Stodolsky Söding

Mass [MeV]

Width [MeV]

766.7 ± 0.5

144.8 ± 0.8

766.7 ± 0.4

144.6 ±0.8

Table 8.1: Integrated Mass Spectra Fit for the models Ross-Stodolsky and Söding.

The dipion mass distributions are also fitted in the individual W/t-bins in the same manner. In

Fig. 8.2 the results for the //' parameters for the Ross-Stodolsky model is compared to the result

from the integrated mass fit indicated as horizontal line. Fig. 8.3 gives the result for the p° param¬

eter extraction using the Söding ansatz.

The variations in the fitted mass and width of the p° for the individual W/t-bins are purely sta¬

tistical. For the determination of the cross section, the mass and width of the p° are fixed to the

integrated parameters in the fit methods and the invariant mass spectra is refitted in the individual

W/t-bins.
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Figure 8.1: Integrated dipion mass spectra with the lit result for the Ross Stodolsky (a) and the

Söding (b) parameterization. Only statistical errors are given. The two different models for ex¬

tracting the resonant p{) are explained in Sect. 6.5.

The number of resonantly produced pl) events is obtained by integrating the relativistic Breit-

Wigner of the refitted mass spectra in the mass range 2m,r < inK7r < mp + 5rp,0 — 1.52 GeV:

i,,+5r,,,u

Nobs = M)
nip Tp m^Tr

iiItTTT -£tllj\

(m2 - rn'iJ2 + mjTj
drn7 (8.1)

Spilal and Yennie [781 introduced a different convention for the p° cross section, used e.g. by the

Omega collaboration [79], which defines the cross section by

dtT

dr~
P,0

d~(T

7T (ltd,m„
(8.2)

For the PDG values of mp and r,,,o, this definition leads to a cross section which is larger by a

factor of 1.050 than the one derived in this analysis.
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Figure 8.2: The fitted mass and width of the p° for each W//-bin within the Ross-Stodolsky model.

The horizontal lines represents the p° parameters from the integrated fit from Fig. 8.1(a).

8.2 Elastic Production vs. Proton-Dissociation

The separation for elastic and proton-dissociative (inelastic) events is needed for the extraction of

elastic/inelastic cross sections. Therefore the selected data sample, called diffractive sample, was

split in two disjoint subsamples: the tagged sample, where the forward tag from Eq. (6.17) was

required and the untagged sample where the forward tag was used as veto. The subsamples are

also corrected for acceptance and efficiency effects.

It is obvious, that the sum of tagged (N,iMg) and untagged (A^^g) events has to be equal to

the total number of diffractive events (N0A- For the dipion mass spectra this is guaranteed by

construction. But the number of resonant pl) {N^s) is extracted from a fit result. The sum of
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Figure 8.3: The fitted mass and width of the p° for each W/t-bin within the Söding ansatz. The

horizontal lines represents the p° parameters from the integrated fit from Fig. 8.1(a).

tagged resonant p" events (N,',^) and untagged resonant p° (N^tag) has to be equal to N^s as

well, which is not given if the number of tagged (untagged) resonant p° is obtained by fitting the

tagged (untagged) sample.

N(les)
=
N^

+
Nl'T]

-"obh tag
~

""untag
(8.3)

To meet this constraint nevertheless, the relative fraction of tagged /t,ag and untagged /„ntaK events

with respect to the diffractive sample is determined from the dipion mass spectra by counting the

events in the mass range 0.6 < mniT [GeV] < 1.1. The obtained fractions arc shown in Fig. 8.4.

/ta

Nt£
ig

ag
Nt0ft + TV,

/
Nw

urttag

uritag
ilag

AW + Nlu
(8.4)

mtag
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Under the assumption that the mass shape fit to determine the number of resonant events is in¬

dependent of the forward tag requirement, the fraction of tagged (untagged) p° is equal to the

fraction of tagged (untagged) resonant p°. Hence it is sufficient to extract the number of resonant

p° for the diffractive sample by fitting the mass shape and determine N^ and N'^Ulg from the

fractions /tdft and fu,ü,^ respectively.
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Figure 8.4: The relative fraction of tagged (untagged) events w.r.t. the diffractive sample is shown

as solid (dashed) line.

Proton dissociative events where the forward tag is missing due to inefficiencies in the FTS or

FMD are considered in the tagging probability ep^, just as elastic events have a certain probability

?ei to be tagged. With these tagging probabilities, the number of tagged and untagged events can

be expressed as

Nug = £Vi • Nv[ + cpd JVprt

^un.ag = (l-Cel)-iVel + (l ~ £pd) Npd

(8.5)

(8.6)

with JVj.i and Npd the true number of elastic and proton-dissociative events. The tagging probabili¬

ties are determined for each /-bin from Monte Carlo studies and are given in Fig. 6.30. The tagging

probabilities for the two subdetectors as stand-alone tag are also drawn. The tagging probability

for the elastic MC arises from the scattered proton hitting the beam pipe which is more likely at

higher / values and further away from the primary interaction zone. This is reflected in the larger

sensitivity of the FTS and the rise of the tagging probability towards higher t values. The proton

dissociative system interacts with the beam pipe and the emerging final state is mainly detected in
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the FMD. The FMD becomes more and more efficient as the transverse momentum of the p°, and

thus also of the proton, becomes large.

From Eq. (8.5) and (8.6) Nci can be written as

N,
NUni,lR + Niag- (1-^

:,.<!
S)t>S

^pd /tag

£pd
- Sol

The statistical error on Nti\ is calculated with error propagation according to

(8.7)

(SN,

(äAUiae)' +
(ÖN.

Tm=
Lau +

("t.

(i-iA-p.tF :^tag(i-i/fpd)r

Mmtaft + ^tagll-l/fpd))2

+

rtc.i
+

te„.l

£pd

£i_L

Cpd

(1 - f.-l/Cpd)2

:^-i)- (8.8)

The number of inelastic events Np(y is obtained similarly, in Eq. (8.7) the Epcy and e0[ have to be

exchanged:

WPd = ^»i*
£<! ~ /tag

: pd

(8.9)

If the tagging fraction /tag is larger than the proton dissociative tagging probability cpd, the ex¬

tracted number of elastic events Nc\ from Eq. (8.7) is negative. In that case the number of elastic

events is set to zero (iV0[ = 0) to avoid negative elastic cross sections and all observed events in the

W/t-bin are interpreted as proton dissociative p° events: N]K\ - N,hb.

A negative proton dissociative cross section is obtained if the tagging fraction becomes smaller

than the elastic tagging probability in Eq. (8.9) as long as Epd > £v\. In Fig. 8.5 the tagging

probabilités are given with the tagging fraction. For t > 1 GeV2 the tagging fraction can be

larger than the proton dissociative tagging probability while the elastic tagging probability is not

observed to be lower than /tag.
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Figure 8.5: The tagging fraction /tag (solid line) together with the tagging probabilities e0i and

êpd- To avoid negative elastic cross section, the tagging fraction has to be larger than the proton

dissociative tagging probability. For large \t\ values, this is not the case and all observed events

in the corresponding bin are treated as proton-dissociative p° events. Negative proton dissociative

cross sections are not encountered.
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8.3 Differential Cross Sections

To extract the yp cross section, the cp cross section is divided by the photon flux factor for the

corresponding W1P range as introduced in Sect. 2.2. The differential yp cross section is then

obtained by

dalfl(W) N!'.
(8.10)

d/
~

/£ At- AW-$w

where N^A^at is thc number of resonant p° for the diffractive (N^.), elastic (7Vei) or inelastic

(iVpd) process, j C is thc integrated luminosity, At and AW are the width in t and W1P respec¬

tively and <I>7P is the photon flux factor integrated up to Q2 = i GcV2.

The cross sections for all three processes are calculated in each W/t-bin for both mass shape fit

methods. In Fig. 8.6 the cross section for the diffractive process for each W/t-bin is shown for the

Ross-Stodolsky model and in Fig. 8.7 for the Söding ansatz.
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The ratio of the results is given in Fig. 8.8. As can be seen both methods yield compatible results.
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Figure 8.8: The ratio of the cross section determined in each W/t-bin for the Ross-Stodolsky

model (Fig. 8.6) and the Söding ansatz (Fig. 8.7).
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The 80 W/t-bins yield also 80 double differential cross sections, each of them representing a

single point in the W7I,-t plane. The mean W and mean t value for each W/t-bin is calculated as

follows:

• t bin center

The mean t value for each of the 12 chosen bins is determined by the requirement

hiRh

p-Mmam _

'
/ „~b t'

e~btdt (8.11)
'high '-low

with ti„w and /-high being the lower and upper bin edge respectively and b the slope of the

exponential fall-off. The resulting bin center is then

tmcan = *low + \ " log(& • At) - log(l - r"^) (8.12)

withfe = 10 GcV"'2.

• W1P bin center

The bin widths for the W1P bins are small enough to approximate the bin center in W1P by

the arithmetic mean of thc bin edges to sufficient precision.

All measured differential yp cross sections are plotted in Fig. 9.1 - 9.3, separately for the diffrac¬

tive, clastic and proton-dissociative process and listed in the appendix A.

8.4 Systematic Uncertainties

Besides the statistical error, the result also has a systematic uncertainty. For this analysis 20

different systematic variations grouped in 4 classes are investigated. The following list summarizes

the 4 classes and 20 variations considered.

A: The W7P and t dependence of the simulated pn photoproduction cross section is varied by

altering the parameters of the pomeron trajectory from Table 3.2 in Eq. (3.8).

(1) Increase the pomeron intercept eq by 0.04

(2) Decrease the pomeron intercept £<j by 0.04

(3) Increase thc pomeron slope a'{) = by 0.25 GeV-2

(4) Decrease thc pomeron slope a'0 = by 0.25 GeV-2

(5) Increase the /-slope parameter bo by 10%

(6) Decrease the t-slope parameter b{) by 10%

B: The MC parameters for the reweighting function of the Ftt efficiency from Table 7.1 are

varied according to:
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(7) Increase thc py dependence A] = 200

(8) Decrease the py dependence Ay = 400

(9) Increase the depth at 9 = 90° A2 = 2.5 • 105

(10) Decrease the depth at 0 = 90° A2 = 5.0 • 105

(11) Shift the position of the 9 dip towards smaller 9 A^ — 85

(12) Shift thc position of the 9 dip towards larger 9 ATi = 95

The Ftt single track efficiency for the varied systematic checks arc summarized in Fig. 8.9.

C: The tagging probabilities for the FTS and FMD are altered. For the FMD the additional

inefficiency is varied (default value 40%). For thc FTS the overall description of the hit -

no hit distribution is reweighted either globally for all events with the same factor or differ¬

entially in each / bin. Additionally thc reweighting factor for the refined MC simulation is

applied or not.

This class only applies to the elastic and proton dissociative results as the diffractive results

do not use thc forward detector information.

(13) Decrease the additional inefficiency of the FMD to 30%

(14) Increase the additional inefficiency of the FMD to 50%

(15) reweight the FTS response globally

(16) reweight the FTS response in / bins

(17) reweight thc FTS response globally and correct for the refined MC simulation

( 18) reweight the FTS response in t bins and correct for the refined MC simulation

D: The diffVM generator describes the My dependence as l/My
l+£'

behavior (Eq. (3.6)) and

is altered according to

fMY(My) = NMY-(yß^\ (8.13)

with NMy = 1 as normalization factor, My$ = 5 GeV a scaling factor and 6 the slope of

the alteration. The distribution is reweighted by (l/A/y)^015 [801.

(19) Set the slope to S = +0.15

(20) Set the slope to S = -0.15
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For each systematic check, the corresponding variation is applied and thc entire analysis repeated.

The results arc compared to the default values and the difference is taken as systematic error for

the corresponding check. The systematic error for each check is shown in Fig. 8.10 for the elastic

cross section dalp/di for one W/t-b\n.
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Figure 8.10: Relative difference of da^'/dt for the elastic process for each systematic check in

the W/t-b\n (t = -0.123 GeV2
, Wlp = 43 GeV). The first entry to the left (0) represents the

default value with the statistical error (horizontal dashed lines). Most systematic uncertainties

yield deviations well below thc statistical error. The vertical dashed lines indicate thc classes A -

D.

The deviations are not necessarily symmetric w.r.t. to the default value. Thc deviations for the

pomeron checks (1-4) and the Ftt variations (7-12) are symmetrized, all other deviations are left

with the asymmetric structure. The symmetrizing is done by assigning the larger deviation of two

corresponding checks1 with the appropriate sign to both checks.

For each systematic class the total systematic error is computed. The positive and negative con¬

tributions are treated separately resulting in asymmetric systematic errors. The individual checks

'Corresponding checks arc the variation of a single parameter, i.e. ( 1 ) and (2).
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within a class arc combined according to the following scheme:

A: The pomeron checks (1-4) arc added in quadrature. The error from the t slope checks

(5,6) are added in quadrature to thc corresponding positive or negative error-sum from the

pomeron checks.

B: All six checks (7-12) are added in quadrature separately for positive and negative contribu¬

tions.

C: The largest and smallest error from the checks on the FTS (15-18) is added in quadrature

with the corresponding largest and smallest error from the FMD checks (13-14). If i.e. all

systematic checks on the forward region yield positive deviations, only the two largest de¬

viations from the FTS and FMD are added in quadrature for the positive error while the

negative error is set to zero.

D: The two deviations are either added in quadrature or assigned to the corresponding signed

error for the class.

The following uncertainties affect only the overall normalization and are therefore only applied to

thc determination of the differential cross sections:

• The uncertainty on thc luminosity measurement is 1.5%;

• The uncertainty on the track reconstruction efficiency is 1.5% per track, 3% in total;

• Thc uncertainty on the overall normalization of the Ftt track triggering efficiency is 1.5%

per track, 3% overall;

• The uncertainty on the background contributions is 2%.

All uncertainties arc added in quadrature and added symmetrically to the total systematic error of

the differential cross sections.

The individual contributions to the systematic uncertainty arc shown in Fig. 8.11 for the differential

cross section for elastic p° photoproduction for eight selected W/l-bins. The contributions for the

t slope and the pomeron checks are given separately.
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Figure 8.11 : The systematic class errors (shaded area) for the elastic cross section of p° mesons

for eight selected W/t-bins. The contributions from the pomeron variation ( 1 -4) and the / slope

(5, 6) are shown separately. The error bars give the statistical error on the corresponding W//--bin

and the shaded area is the systematic uncertainty arising from the respective class.

At low |/| values the overall normalization is the dominant contribution while for larger |/,| values

the uncertainty of the My description is dominating. For large \t\ values, the number of elastic

events is rather small compared to the proton dissociative events and hence the extraction of the

elastic cross section is predominantly given by the tagging probabilities. And these probabilities

have a strong dependence on the My description as shown in Sect. 6.6 leading to this behavior of

the systematic error.

The systematic errors from the four classes and the normalization uncertainty arc added in quadra¬

ture to compute thc total systematic error. In Fig. 8.12 the elastic cross section from Fig. 8.6 is

shown with the systematic error added as shaded area.
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Results

The differential photoproduction cross section for diffractive p° photoproduction yp —> p"p is

measured in the kinematic range ,rP < 0.01 and Q2 < A GeV2 from a data sample collected at the

H1 experiment using thc new Fast Track Trigger.

The diffractive p° photoproduction shown in Fig. 9.1 is determined for 12 t value between |/| >

OGeV2 and |f| < 3 GeV2 over a W1P range of 20 (23) GeV - 69 (90) GeV for the first (last) /

value.

Additionally the differential photoproduction cross section for the elastic p° photoproduction

yp —> pl)p and the proton dissociative p° photoproduction yp —> p°Y arc determined using the

forward detectors FTS and FMD.

Fig. 9.2 shows thc clastic p° photoproduction cross sections for eight t values between \t\ >

OGeV2 and \t\ < 0.7GeV2 over a W1P range of 20 (23) GcV - 69 (77) GcV for the first (last)

t value. The data is compared to previous measurements of HI [19], the Omega spectrometer

collaboration [79] and the ZEUS collaboration [53,81]. The measured cross sections from thc

other experiments were corrected to the closest t value of this measurement using the t dependence

as measured by the respective experiment. The cross section from the Omega collaboration were

extracted with a different definition of the pl) cross section, they used the convention of Spital and

Yennie [78] which yields a 5% larger cross section than the ones derived in this analysis. This

correction was also taken in to account for the comparison.

And finally the differential cross section for the proton dissociative photoproduction yp —> p°Y is

given in Fig. 9.3.

All cross sections belonging to the same t value are furthermore fitted to the form

da (W)
_

da''P (Wp) / WA4[a(')-1]

dt
"

d/ \W0)
with Wo = 37 GcV the mean Wlp value for this analysis. For the elastic process, thc fit parame¬

ter a(t) corresponds to the value of the pomeron trajectory for the respective / value rv(t) — rvjp(t).
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to the data of this analysis.
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The measured values of the Wlp slopes a(t) for the elastic p{) photoproduction are plotted in

Fig. 9.4.
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Figure 9.4: Measured Wlp slopes for elastic p° photoproduction (solid dots). The inner error

bars indicate the statistical error, the outer ones the statistical and systematic uncertainty added in

quadrature. A linear fit to the data yields the pomeron trajectory to be cvp (/) = l-097-aoo9 +

(0.133^0053) GcV-2 • /. The pomeron trajectory determined by the ZEUS collaboration [81] and

the prediction from Donnachie-Landshoff [35] are also shown.

The pomeron trajectory is extracted by fitting the observed Wlp slopes to a straight line. The

obtained result is
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aP (t) = 1.097±0.004 (.stat)_{j [Jo* («#*) + (°-133 ± °-027 («*«0i0 »4« (*^)) GeV-2 • r (9.2)

The measurement performed by the ZEUS collaboration [81] yielded for the pomeron trajectory

rvp (t) - 1.096 ± 0.021 + (0.125 ± 0.038) GeV-2 t. (9.3)

The result presented in this analysis is in excellent agreement to the ZEUS results and supports

the observation of a significantly smaller slope rv'p of the pomeron trajectory derived from elastic

pQ photoproduction than the value of a'p = 0.25 GcV-2 derived from hadron scattering [83,84].

The energy dependence of the cross section d(r""'/dt for the diffractive and proton dissociative p[)

photoproduction is extracted as well and the effective W1P slopes are summarized in Fig. 9.5 and

Fig. 9.6 respectively.
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9.1 Systematic Uncertainties for the W1V Slopes and the Pomeron

Trajectory

The systematic errors were obtained as described in Sect. 8.4 as for each of the 20 systematic

checks the full analysis is repeated. The differences of the resulting W7I, slopes and parameters of

the pomeron trajectories are combined in the same way as for the differential cross sections.

For the energy dependence of the elastic p° cross section thc systematic class errors for all eight

\t\ values is shown in Fig. 9.7.
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tematic class. The statistical error for each |/1 value is indicated by the error bar and the systematic
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The systematic class errors for each \t\ values is added in quadrature and yields the total systematic

errors for the respective \t\ values, Fig. 9.8.
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Figure 9.8: Thc systematic errors for the W1P dependence of the total systematic error. The

statistical error for each \t\ value is indicated by the error bar and the systematic error added as

shaded area.

Using the same procedure, thc systematic class errors for the pomeron trajectory parameter oo and

a' are extracted, Fig. 9.9.

The total systematic uncertainty for the pomeron trajectory is given with the result in Eq. 9.2.
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Chapter 10

Conclusion

The presented analysis performed measurements on the diffractive photoproduction of p vec¬

tor mesons using the HI detector at the HHRA collider. The data sample was taken in the 2005

Hera II running period and triggered with the new Fast Track Trigger Ftt, containing more than

989'000 events in 660 selected luminosity runs with a total integrated luminosity of J Cdl- 570

nb_1. The analysis is restricted to yp production with Q2 < 4 GeV2 and the diffractive regime

with x-p = (M2 + QlA/(w2p + Q2gA < o.oi.

The data sample was split into 12 / bins in the range 0 < \t\ < 3 GcV2 to measure the differential

cross section dcrlp/dt and each t bin was subdivided in either 10 or 5 W1P bins to extract the

energy dependence of the cross section as function of f. A total of 80 analysis bins were defined

for which the differential cross sections were extracted.

For each analysis bin the acceptance and efficiencies were determined differentially in rry-K and

used to correct the dipion mass spectra for the corresponding W/t-bin. The corrected mnn distri¬

bution is skewed as described by the Ross-Stodolsky model as well as the Söding parametrization.

For both models the number of resonant p° vector mesons were extracted and the differential yp

cross sections calculated. The obtained cross sections are in good agreement.

Additionally the number of elastic and proton-dissociative resonant pa vector mesons were ob¬

tained and the respective cross sections determined. For the elastic p° production the energy

dependence of the differential cross sections da^/dt in the range |/| < 0.7GeV2 were fitted to

the form W7I, where n(t) is the value of the pomeron trajectory for the respective t value.

The pomeron trajectory is obtained from a measurement at a single experiment and yields

oP (0 = 1.0971U (om + (0.133t0;°£j) GeV"2 • t. (10.1)

This is in good agreement with the ZEUS result [81], where the measurement at large energies

Wlp were combined with low energy measurements:

op (t) - 1.096 ± 0.021 + (0.125 ± 0.038) GeV"2 t (10.2)
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The spin density matrix elements /{$, Re [r^] and r"!, were determined as function oft and

W1P respectively by studying the decay angular distribution for the p° meson. These results are

presented in the diploma thesis of Magnus Bodin [85].
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Chapter 11

Development of the Pixel Barrel Module

for the CMS Detector

11.1 Introduction

The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) detector [86] is one of two general purpose detectors assem¬

bled at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN [87]. LHC will be a proton on proton collider

with a design center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV and design Luminosity of C — 10Mcm_2s_1.

Proton on proton collisions occur every 25 ns resulting in up to about 1000 tracks at |//| < 3 per

bunch crossing [88]. This level of radiation makes the experimental conditions especially diffi¬

cult. Not only that all detector components must be radiation proof, but also radiation-induced

phenomena such as Single Event Upsets need to be considered.

Thc central part of CMS contains the tracker. Since 2000 [89] CMS is building an all-silicon

version of the tracking system consisting of two independent subdetectors:

• On the outer rim the silicon strip detector and

• closest to the beampipe the pixel detector.

11.1.1 Secondary Vertex Detection

The main task of CMS is to find the Higgs boson(s) and find evidence for Physics beyond the

standard model (BSM). As for mH < 140 GeV the preferred Higgs decay is in two b-quarks and

new physics signals show in the heavy-quark sector first, an efficient b-flavor tagging is essential

for CMS. Due to the lifetime of b-hadrons (ßyer ~ 3 — 5 mm), their decays can be observed as

displaced vertices in the detector. To identify a displaced (or secondary) vertex the so-called im¬

pact parameter S is used. For an object in the event, Ö is defined as the minimum distance between

the track trajectory and the primary vertex in the r(ft-p\ane. An object coming from a secondary

vertex is generally characterized by a large impact parameter as pictured in Fig. 11.1.
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Figure 11.1: The impact parameter S is the distance of closest approach of a tajectory to the

primary interaction vcretx. Due to the relative long life time of heavy particles, i.e. B mesons,

the decay will on average take place a few mm or even cm from the primary vertex forming a

secondary vertex. The decay particles emerging from this secondary vertex are characterized by a

large impact parameter S compared to the impact parameters from the particles emerging from the

primary vertex.

Charged particles passing through the tracking detectors loose part of their energy due to interac¬

tions with the electric field of the atoms in the matter. The energy deposited in the sensitive silicon

area will be detected and read out by specially designed components and is referred to as a "Hit"

in the tracker. This information is needed to reconstruct a particle's trajectory through the detector

and by extrapolation it is possible to calculate thc impact parameter.

The energy loss happens by various interactions and can be described by the radiation length. It

is thc characteristic amount of matter a particle needs to pass, for the relevant interactions to take

place. In case of high-energy electrons it corresponds to the amount of matter traversed over which

the electrons loose all but 1/e of their energy by Bremsstrahlung.

The radiation length X{) is defined as

where «,,„, is thc fine structure constant, r> the electron radius, N^ represents Avogadro's Number

and A and Z the atomic weight and number of the material respectively. The unit for the radiation

length is [g cm-2]. This definition is independent of the materials density and is convenient for

material comparisons. The absolute distance in cm is obtained by dividing the radiation length Xq

by the density p[g cm A].

The radiation length for compounds and mixtures is calculated as
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where «x is thc fraction by weight and Xj the radiation length for each component in [g cm "'].

A common interaction for all charged particles is the multiple scattering. It sums up all deflections

by many small-angle scatters within matter. Most deflections are due to coulomb scattering from

nuclei and, in case of hadrons, strong interactions (Fig. 11.2).

^---!.

er 1 Layer 2

(a) Multiple coulomb scattering 1511 (b) Schematic view of multiple scattering in thc

tracker

Figure 11.2: Multiple coulomb scattering of charged particles in matter, in (b) the multiple

coulombn scattering is shown schematically for two layers and the deflection angle 9 defined

in Eq. (11.3).

For small deflection angles, the coulomb scattering distribution behaves roughly gaussian, and it

is sufficient to use the approximation given by

6 = iS-6McYzy/ï/X^ [1 + 0.038\n(x/Xo)] (11.3)
pep

where x/Xq is the thickness of the material in units of the radiation length Xq in [cm].

Within the CMS tracker these deviations occur on each layer randomly. And since the impact

parameter is determined by extrapolation, these random deflections introduce an additional error.

The relevant quantity for the error is x/Xo, where Xü is the total radiation length of the tracker

layers. To minimize the influence of the layers, it is vital to keep thc radiation length as large as

possible. This can be done by minimizing the amount of material and using materials with large

Xq (see Eq. (11.2)). These information are summarized by the material budget. A large overall

X() is not only desirable for more accurate tracking information, but also to minimize the energy

loss while traversing the tracker and hence to improve the energy resolution of the calorimeters

located outside the tracker.

11.2 The Pixel Detector

The main contribution of the CMS pixel detector [90] is to provide high resolution three-dimensional

tracking points essential for pattern recognition and b-lagging. The pixel detector consists of up

to three barrel layers at radii of r = 4 cm, 7 cm and 10 cm from the beampipe and two sets of up

Lay
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to three endcap disks at distances of z = ±33 cm, ±4G cm and ±60 cm from the interaction region

(z=0). Thc pixel detector has a modular architecture shown in Fig. 11.3 and the parameters are

summarized in Table 11.1.

Figure 11.3: CMS pixel barrel with endcaps. The barrel consists of three layers of barrel modules

at radii of r = A, 7 and 10cm. The endcaps encompass three disks each and are located at

z = ±33, ±46 and ±60 cm respectively.

All modules consist of thin, segmented silicon sensors with several equally segmented readout

chips connected to them via the bump-bonding technique. Even though the readout chips are the

same for the full pixel detector, the modules are different for the barrel and the endcaps. This

thesis is focussed on the pixel barrel module.

11.2.1 Pixel Barrel Module

The pixel barrel module consists of a sensor element with the PSI 43 readout chip bump-bonded

to it and a hybrid circuit (High Density Interconnect, HDI) mounted on top of it. The readout

chips arc glued to a thin silicon plate which serves as module base and will be mounted to the

cooling frame by six fine swiss watch-maker screws. Electrically, the readout chips are wire-

bonded to the hybrid circuit, where all signals arc distributed differentially involving the Token

Bit Manager Chip. All control signals and commands arrive via a copper-on-kapton cable on the

HDI. The kapton cable is also used to send the analog readout from triggered events to the barrel

periphery and from there to the Data Aquisition (DAQ) by optical fibres as well as carrying the

bias voltage for depleting the sensor. All other supply voltages are brought to thc hybrid using a

coated Al-cable. A schematic view is given in Fig. 11.4.
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CMS Pixel Parameters

Pixel Barrel Radius

[mm]

Ladders Modules ROCs Pixels

|xl0b]

Layer 1 41-45 18 144 2304 6.35

Layer 2 70-75 30 240 3840 10.6

Layer 3 99-104 42 336 5376 14.8

Total 90 720 11520 31.75

Pixel Endcaps z-position

[cm]

Blades ROCs Pixels

[xl()''I

Disk 1 ±33 24 1080 2.97

Disk 2 ±46 24 1080 2.97

Disk 3 ±60 24 1080 2.97

Total 164 6480 17.82

Overall 18'000 49.6

Table 11.1: CMS pixel parameters for the barrel and the endcaps.

11.2.2 Description of all Components

PSI 43 Readout Chip: The readout chip (ROC) of the pixel detector is probably the most crucial

part of the module. The ROC reads out the collected charge of the sensor pixels and stores

time and location of the Hit as well as the analog pulse height until it is read out by CMS.

The PSI 43 ROC has 2'756 pixels organized in a pixel unit cell (PUC) array with 52 columns

and 53 rows as shown in Fig. 11.5. A pixel is 150 x 150/xin2 giving a total sensitive area

of 62 mm2. Two neighbouring columns are grouped to a double column with a common

bus line in between and common control blocks in the periphery. The 26 double columns

operate independently of each other.

Each PUC is connected to a sensor pixel via an indium bump-bond. The signal from the

sensor is first processed by a charge-sensitive preamplifier followed by a shapcr configura¬

tion and forwarded to the comparator. Thc preamplifier is capable to deal with some leakage

current from the sensor resulting from radiation damages. The comparator decides whether

the signal exceeds the threshold and declares a hit. The threshold settings for the compara¬

tor consist of a global voltage for the entire ROC and three 'trim bits' per PUC for local

fine-tuning.
Once the comparator declares a hit, thc pulse height is stored by the sample&hold-mechanism
The double column periphery is notified simultaneously by a wired column OR1, where the

'
Each column has a dedicated bus line, where all corresponding PlJC's are connected. Any PUC storing a hit, sends

a signal via this bus to the periphery.
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(a) Sideview

(bj Topview

Figure 11.4: A schematic view of the pixel barrel module from thc side (a) and thc top (b). The

main components of the module are the 16 readout chips with the sensor element and a control

unit called token bit manager. The other parts serve as support structures and handle the electric

feed and the distribution of the control signals.

current bunch crossing number is stored (time-stamp) and the transfer (column drain) is

prepared (Fig. 11.6). The periphery sends a fast token through the double column, stopping

only at those PUCs which have a stored hit in the corresponding bunch crossing, for which

the full hit information (pulse height and pixel address) is transferred to the periphery and

stored in data buffers. The remaining PUCs remain active during this process and can record

one more hit during the column drain, which will be read out in a subsequent column drain.

The data buffer has four capacitors per entry to store the analog pulse height and the three

address bits (Ay,ATi and A2$) and can hold up to 24 hits. Each address bit has 5 discrete

analog levels, giving a total of 5A — 125 possible addresses, where only 106 are used. Thc

time-stamp buffer is digitally encoded with 8 bits allowing trigger latencies of up to 255

bunch crossings and holds up to 8 time-stamps. Both buffers have a circular architecture

and if no trigger is present after the trigger latency, the time-stamp and its corresponding

data are discarded. The trigger latency is defined by the difference in the SBC (Search

Bunch Counter) and the WBC (Write Bunch Counter). Both counters arc 8 bits deep and

are connected to thc time-stamp buffers in all double columns. The WBC is the counter
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Figure 11.5: Schematic view of a pixel unit cell (PUC) with the double column. Each PUC has an

analog block where the signals from the sensors are collected and a hit finding is performed. If a

hit is found, the readout block becomes active and the PUC notifies the double column periphery

via the column OR. The periphery sends a token through the double column (column drain) which

causes the PUC to send its information to the periphery.

which is stored in the time-stamp buffer, whereas the SBC is used to validate the data. The

SBC is delayed relatively to the WBC by the trigger latency.

If a trigger is sent to the ROC, it wi II validate all data whose time-stamp buffer entries match

the SBC of thc trigger which are then prepared for readout.

Once a set of data is validated it is crucial not to overwrite it. Therefore the double column

stops all data aquisition after a trigger validation and awaits the Readout Token Bit (RTB)

initiating the readout of the validated data. The pixel address and the analog pulse height

are copied to a register containing 6 entries: two for the double column address, three for

the pixel address and one for the analog pulse height.

The RTB arriving at the ROC initiates the sending of the chip header, independently of

the number of hits in thc ROC and is then passed from double column to double column.

The chip header is a set of three cycles (Fig. 11.7(a)) and identifies the ROC on the ana¬

log readout line. Every double column which is prepared for readout, passes the entries

in the register to the analog event multiplexer and eventually to the analog output driver.

Fig. 11.7(b) shows the full analog readout sequence for a single pixel hit in a ROC. If more

than one hit has to be read out, the data for thc second hit is copied to the register while

the first hit is transmitted and so on until all hits for the corresponding trigger are read out.
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Figure 11.6: The column drain is started if any PUC in the double column declares a hit and sends

the 'alert' via thc column OR. The column drain passes through the double column and all PUCs

with a stored hit send thc data and their address to the column periphery where it is stored in

data buffers; simultaneously an entry in the time buffer (time stamp) is stored. If after the trigger

latency a positive trigger signal is received, the double column will stop the data taking and prepare

for the read out which is initiated by the readout token (RTB) from the TBM.

While the last hit is being read out, the RTB is passed to the next double column to guaran¬

tee a continuous readout. After the last double column was readout, the RTB is sent to the

next ROC. This RTB passing allows serial readout of an arbitrary number of hits and chips.
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Figure 11.7: The analog readout of a PSI 43 ROC. In (a) the header is shown which is sent once per

ROC ahead of the pixel hits. The chip header is used to separate the readout from different ROCs

and thus match the pixel hits with the ROCs. The analog readout of a single pixel hit is shown in

(b) for five different pixel addresses (aO) overlaid in one plot. The readout sequence is given by

eight cycles where the first three cycles belong to thc chip header, followed by two cycles with the

encoded double column number, three cycles for the pixel address within the double column and

in the last cycle the analog pulse height from the PUC.

The PSI 43 ROC needs four negative supply voltages. Each supply voltage is regulated

inside the ROC to compensate fluctuations in the external power system. The regulated

voltages are to some extend adjustable by Digital-to-Analog-Converters (DACs). The full

DAC range for each supply voltage is given in Table 11.2.

Supply Voltages for the ROC

Voltage function DAC min [VI max [V]

v„_ preamplifier and shaper 8-bit -1.6 -2.6

Vh- sample&hold-mechanism 4-bit -2.6 -3.6

v,_ global comparator threshold 8-bit -1.8 -2.8

V,i_ digital sections in the periphery 4-bit -4.1 -5.2

Table 11.2: The four supply voltages Va_, Vh _, Vc_ and Vd_ for the ROC with their DAC range.

The complete PSI 43 ROC configuration involves a total of 21 DACs and a control reg¬

ister holding the trigger latency. For the programming of the ROC, a fast I2C protocol is

used. Besides the 21 DAC settings and the trigger latency, the protocol also carries an en¬

able/disable bit for the double columns, the three trimbits and a masking bit for the PUCs.
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Figure 11.8: Thc PSI 43 ROC collects all hits from the PUC immediately in the periphery via

column drain, where the data is stored until the data is either validated after the trigger latency or

ignored. If the data is validated, the RTB is passed from ROC to ROC and initiates the read out of

the corresponding data from the double column.

The protocol is sent using a set of low-voltage differential signals (LVDS) and is designed

to run at 40 MHz. The address of the ROC is set by wirebonds and identifies thc ROC on

the serial bus.

The ROC is delivered with a thickness of roughly 540 /mi. To improve the material budget,

the ROC can be thinned to 160 /mi without loss of performance.
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The Silicon sensor element: Charged particles passing thc sensor element produce electron-hole

pairs, which arc separated in an electric field. For CMS, the electrons are collected at the

anode and passed to the ROC. During the lifetime of a sensor, several radiation induced

effects occur and influence the electrical behaviour. The two most obvious ones are type

inversion and leakage current.

depletion zone

«-type

2XZ1BC

Figure 11.9: p-in-n sensors have to operated fully depleted after type inversion. Therefore the sen¬

sor has to have a sufficient high-voltage capability, in the CMS pixel case, this would correspond

to more than 1000 V.

Previous pixel detectors (e.g. WA97 [91] or DELPHI [921) used single-sided "p-in-n" sen¬

sors (Fig. 11.9). When a positive voltage is applied to the sensor's backside, it depletes

from the p+-side. After a radiation fluence of several 1012 cm 2
the creation of radiation

induced defects with negative space charge becomes dominant and causes a space-charge

sign inversion. The highly doped p+ and n+ regions are not affected, but the bulk switches

from n-type to p-typc material (type inversion). Now the depletion zone grows from the

n
' -side. Therefore "p-in-n" sensors need to be operated fully depleted after type inversion

which then corresponds to high-voltage capability.
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Figure 11.10: Type inversion denotes the switch from n-type to p-type material. This phenomenon

is observed in the bulk of the sensor if the radiation fluence exceeds a certain threshold. Highly

doped regions (/r are not affected.

Fig. 11.10 shows an increase in the depletion voltage with increasing fluences. Estimations
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for CMS predict a full-depletion voltage at the end of the targeted lifetime of over 1000 V.

Since the designed maximum bias voltage is of the order of 600 - 700 V, the sensor needs

to be operated partially depleted for a significant period of time. Therefore the double-

sided "n-in-n" design was chosen (Fig. 11.11). Before type inversion the full depletion

voltage is around 70 V. The detector is operated in fully depleted mode with approximately

100 - 150 V bias voltage. Type inversion is expected after a few weeks of LHC operation

and after type inversion the sensor depletes from the pixel side, allowing under-depleted

operation.
Since partially depleted operation leads to less spatial resolution, one is concerned to run as

long as possible fully depleted. One way to slow down the increase in depletion voltage is

to cool the sensor, also outside running periods.

The double-sided processing was necessary to implement the guard-rings on the backside

of the sensor to avoid air-breakthroughs between thc sensor and the ROC (gap ~ 20 /mi).

p+ p+

depletion zone / \ p-type
t t t t t

i l i i l

a;-type
r~iMi i .44 r-jmm \ l ngn i

depletion zone

(a) n-in-n belore type inversion (b) n-in-n alter type inversion

Figure 11.11: n-in-n sensors have to be operated fully depleted before type inversion, where the

corresponding depletion voltage is only around 70 V and can can be operated partially depleted

after type inversion.

A Si cristal always contains some traps and impurities. These defects enhance the creation

of electron-hole pairs independently of particles passing through the sensor. If a positive

bias voltage is applied, the creation can be measured as a leakage current or dark current.

The leakage current also increases with increasing fluence (more traps and defects) and is

also temperature dependent. Therefore an effective cooling system is highly desirable for

the sensor.

The sensor pixel size is also 150 x 150 pm2 with 2'756 pixels per ROC summing up to

44'096 pixels per sensor element. The dimensions for this element are 66.3 x 18.5 mm2

and 280 pm thick. In order to keep the costs as low as possible, it is necessary to test the

sensors before they are bump-bonded to the ROCs. A good measure for the quality of a

sensor is its leakage current, measured with an IV-curve2. If mechanical or other major

defects are present, the leakage current increases dramatically. Since there is no reasonable

way to contact the 44'096 pixels individually another approach was necessary. To measure

the leakage current for all pixels, it is necessary to have an electrical connection between

2The measured leakage current (1) is plotted versus the applied high voltage (V)
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the single pixels. This connection needs to be good enough to allow testing as well as bad

enough to separate the pixels for data taking. The acceptable resistance range was estimated

to be roughly between 1 Mil and 1 GQ [93]. Several resistance concepts are still being

pursued. For the PSI 43 module a p-stop solution was chosen. The p-stops arc p+ implants

between the n+ pixels, isolating the pixels perfectly. To allow testing and grounding of

unconnected pixels, a gap in the p-stop ring was introduced to allow some current to flow.

The layout for the PSI 43 sensor is shown in Fig. 11.12.

«i 8?

Figure 11.12: p-stop design for the PSI 43 module.

The Baseplate: An efficient cooling is essential for module operation and the cooling of the

module happens through the baseplate. Therefore a good thermal conductivity along with

a thermal expansion behaviour as close to thc ROCs behaviour as possible are required.

Poly-cristalline Si is such a material and was used for the prototype modules. Besides the

mechanical functionality of mounting the module to the cooling frame, the baseplate is also

used for grounding. For this purpose a 2 pm thick copper grid was applied on top. This grid

also includes the soldering pads for the decoupling capacitors.

Figure 11.13: Sideview of the barrel module with narrow baseplates.

With 65 x 25.5 mm2, the baseplate has the largest area of all components and is therefore

a strong contributor to the material budget. In an effort to reduce the contribution, we con¬

sidered reducing the full baseplate to two narrow stripes of 7 mm width each (Fig. 11.13).

Possible problems could arise in the mechanical stability of the module as well as in the

separation of the ground level for the two ROC sides. During the prototype assembly both

types of baseplates were considered. Concerning the assembly, no negative surprises were

encountered with thc two stripes.
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The High Density Interconnect (HDI): The hybrid circuit is routing all signals and supply volt¬

ages to their dedicated places. It's made of 55 pm polyimide layers with three intermediate

metalization layers (7 pm Copper). The lower level is exclusively for the distribution of the

supply voltages (see Fig. 11.15). The upper two layers are used for the routing of the control

signals and thc readout channels. The dimensions are 63.6 x 21.4 mm2. Compared with thc

sensor, the HDI sticks out by 1.5 mm on each side (flaps). These flaps are bent down to the

ROC for wire-bonding. To minimize the bending force needed, the flaps match the width of

the wire-bond pads on the ROC. The outline of the HDI is illustrated in Fig. 11.14.
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Figure 11.14: Thc outline of the HDI with a total area of 1'321.2 mm2. The wire bond pads are

used to connect the HDI to the ROC and are located at the very end of the flaps. These flaps

are glued to the ROC during the module assembly. A rather complicated and time consuming

procedure. For the next generation of modules, the HDI flaps are removed (sec also Fig. 11.40).

The total area of thc HDI is 1'321.2 mm2. The area and the fill factor for the intermediate

copper layers are given in Tabic 11.3.

Fill factors for the HDI layers

Layer Area [mm2] fill factor

1 839.4 63.5

2 313.1 23.7

3 202.2 15.3

Table 11.3: Fill factors for the intermediate copper layers of the HDI.

The total volume of copper is roughly 9.5 mm3 or 57% of the HDI's weight. Instead of

copper, one could also consider aluminium as conductor. The advantages for the material

budget are larger radiation length and lower density, whereas the worse electric conductivity

is disadvantageous. A comparison for thc radiation length of the HDI is given in Table 11.4.

Thc comparison is based on equal resistance for both metal layers.

Aluminium would improve thc material budget for the HDI by a factor of 2-3. However,

thc thermal conductivity is worse by a factor of 1.7. Considering that the HDI is roughly
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Radiation length of HDI

Layer material Cu AI kapton polyimidc

Radiation length material [g/cm2] 12.86 24.01 36.11

Density [g/cnv*] 8.69 2.7 1.42

Volumina for equal R [10_J cm3] 9.5 15.1 44.9

Total weight HDI [nig] 148.9 104.6

Fraction of weight 0.57 0.39 0.43 / 0.61

Radiation length HDI [y/erri2] 17.8 30.2

Density HDI [g/cin3] 2.74 1.74

Radiation length HDI [cm] 6.5 17.3

Table 11.4: Total radiation length for the HDI.

5% of the weight of thc module, the gain in the material budget is not significant. Last but

not least, the conventional manufacturers are all working with copper and it would require

additional costs and research to introduce aluminium as conductor.

Onto thc HDI, the Token Bit Manager (TBM), Termination Chips and two cables are mounted.

All components are glued to the HDI and wire-bonded to dedicated bond-pads.

Currents on the HDI

digital current analog current

single ROC 130 mA 40 mA

module 2080 mA 640 mA

Voltage drop on the HDI

ROC side digital drop [mV] analog drop [mV]

0-7 75 15

8-15 68 15

Table 11.5: Measured currents and voltage drops for the voltage distribution on the HDI.

The power cable carries the four necessary supply voltages for the ROCs (Va_, Vn-, V,._

and Vd_) and their grounds (V;1+, Vll+, Vc+ and Vj+) to the HDI. On the HDI the three

grounds VM+, Vn+ and Vc+ are connected and labeled Va+. The remaining 6 potentials are
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distributed in 2 parallel identical structures along the module (Fig. 11.15). Each ROC has

its own connection to the voltage system. The remaining two ground lines Vfl.|. and Vd+ are

connected at each ROC. The average voltage drop along the HDI for the analog and digital

voltage is given in Table 11.5.

The kapton cable carries the bias voltage for the sensor as well as the control signals, which

are routed to the TBM and from there distributed to the ROCs. The module is segmented

in 4 groups of four ROCs each. Every group gets a complete set of control signals from the

TBM, whereas the analog readout from the ROCs is combined for two neighbouring groups

and routed to the TBM.

- 8000 pm

Figure 11.15: Schematic layout of the voltage distribution of the HDI. The three ground potentials

Va+, Vh+ and Vc+ are connected and labelled Va+. The potentials are spread across the HDI

by broad conductor paths on the first metal layer of the HDI. Smaller paths on the second layer

distribute the potentials to wire bond pads and eventually to the ROC.

The Token Bit Manager: The Token Bit Manager (TBM) controls the flow of the Readout Token

Bit (RTB) and serves as interface between the FrontEnd in the control room and the ROCs.

The control signals (Calibrate (CAL), Trigger (TRIG), Reset (RES) and Clock (CLK)) are

sent from the FrontEnd Controller (FEC) via optical link, kapton cable and HDI to the TBM.

Each TBM controls 2 or 4 groups of 4 ROCs each and distributes all control signals to the

groups in parallel. The TBM also refreshes the signals on the HDT after travelling through
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the kapton cable.

In parallel, control commands are needed to program the ROCs and the TBM. These com¬

mands are sent using the fast I2C protocol. Again, these commands are sent from the FEC

via optical link and kapton cable to thc TBM. Inside thc TBM the hub decodes the module

address and sends the remaining commands to the designated device. The module address is

stored in the hub and is needed, since one optical link is used to program up to 12 modules

in parallel.

Whenever a Level 1 Trigger is received by the TBM, it forwards it immediately to the

ROCs, where thc corresponding hits are prepared for readout. The TBM then starts the

readout chain by sending the RTB to the first chip where the hits (if present) are sent to the

analog output driver. After all hits of the ROC are read out, the RTB is passed on to the next

ROC and so on. The last ROC returns the RTB to thc TBM. If another trigger arrives at the

TBM before the RTB has returned, the TBM will pass the trigger to thc ROCs as before, but

delays the RTB by stacking it. Only after the previous RTB has returned, the new RTB is

sent and the entry in the stack is removed. The stack is capable of delaying up to 32 RTB

(triggers). The complete readout chain is illustrated in Fig. 11.16.

ROC ROC ROC ROC ROC ROC ROC ROC

ir..jttt_j
'

î î L_irfTr_rTTTt i î t l_.^ui :

HUB

Dual TBM Chip

lj| link f^~

Figure 11.16: Schematic overview of the module readout from the ROC via TBM and capton cable

to the control room.

The number of RTBs waiting in the stack of the TBM is proportional to the number of

ROCs a single RTB passes before returning to the TBM. Due to the high trigger rate for the

inner two layers, this number is limited to eight ROCs per module. Therefore the TBM is

designed as pair in a dual TBM chip (Fig. 11.17) containing two individual TBMs and a

common hub. Each TBM is connected to one optical data link to send thc analog readout of

the ROCs directly to the FrontEnd Driver (FED). The inner most layer will have two optical

data links with eight ROCs each, whereas for the second and third layer only one optical

data link is needed to read out all 16 ROCs. The second TBM is deactivated and the RTB is

sent from ROC#7 to ROC#8 by special wirebonds.
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Figure 11.17: The Dual TBM Chip layout with two token bit manager blocks and one HUB. On

the first layer of the barrel at a radius of 4 cm, both TBM blocks are used to control eight ROCs

each. For the other two layers it is sufficient to use only one TBM block controlling all 16 ROCs.

LVDS Repeater Chips: Thc prototype generation of modules was operated without TBM. The

control commands were distributed directly to the ROC (with only one module, there was

no need to identify thc module) and the RTB was sent explicitly through the kapton cable.

To refresh the control signals we used LVDS Repeater Chips. The routing of all the signals

and commands was achieved by special wire-bonds on the HDI.

Termination Chip: The signal lines on the HDT need proper termination, for which a special

Termination Chip was desinged. It contained four terminations, each one looking like

Fig. 11.18.

A- R {~yj b

1

GND

Figure 11.18: The termination layout as implemented in the termination chips (left) and schemat¬

ically (right).

The differential signal is connected to the two lines A and B. Two ground pads allow AC ter¬

mination with 25 £2/10 nF or 50 £7/20 nF. Thc signal lines which were terminated are CLK,

CAL, TRIG and RES. Each quadrant of the module has its own Termination Chip wire-

bonded to the corresponding signal lines. Fig. 11.19 shows simulation and measurements

of a prototype module with and without terminating the control signals.
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(c) CLK simulation with termination
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(d) CLK measured with termination

Figure 11.19: The differential control signal for the clock (CLK) in the simulation (left) and

measured (right). The upper row is not terminated while the lower row is properly terminated with

the termination chips.

The Power cable: Each supply voltage is brought separately to the HDI resulting in eight single

cables. We used specially coated Aluminium cabels with a core diameter of 250 pm Alu¬

minium coated with Copper and 2 layers of polyamide lacquer.
The eight cables are crimped and mounted to a plug, used for the interface end of the cables.

The loose wires are then locally heated to about 220°C causing the outer lacquer (bondcoat)

to seal the eight cables to a ribbon. The voltage drop for the ribbon is 10 mV/cm. The
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maximum length of the power cable is roughly 40 cm, giving a maximum voltage drop of

400 mV for the ribbon.

The Kapton Cable: The Kapton Cable consists of a 50 /.mi kapton print with 15 pm copper lines

on top and a 15 pm copper plane on the back for grounding, Fig. 11.20. It has 21 lines with

a pitch of 300 ^m. Due to various modifications we used only 15 channels for thc prototype

modules.

15/vm 320/ym 180/vm
- __,

::::::xTxxii^= r—^~__ 1

| \ | bOprn ^aPton„ J

15/jm

Figure 11.20: Layout of the kapton cable with copper lines on top for the conductor paths and the

copper plane for grounding on the reverse.

The Decoupling capacitors: Each ROC needs 6 external capacitors for stabilization and decou¬

pling purposes. The capacitors are wire-bonded to the corresponding pads on the ROC. We

used 10 - 100 nF capacitors from Murata Electronics. They are gold plated and therefore

wire-bondable as well as solderablc.
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11.3 ROC Testing

Before the module assembly, the ROCs need to be tested. In summer 2002 we received several

wafers from DMILL3 with 74 ROCs per wafer. Two of theses wafers (#8 and #10, 148 ROCs)

were tested for module production. This was done in a manual probe station where each ROC was

tested individually. The test setup is shown in Fig. 11.21.

Power Supply

l=l

8.0 V

V_unreg: Vee=5.6 V / Vc=2.8 V

Va=2.5 V / Vsf=4.0 V

DVM Monitoring

Figure 11.21: The setup for ROC testing. The PSI 43 ROC is placed underneath the probecard

which connects electrically to all wire bond pads of the ROC. The testboard acts as front end

and sends the control signals and supply voltages to the ROC and gathers the readout from the

chip. The control sequences for CLK, CAL, TRIG and RES are generated with a pattern generater

(DG2020) while the I2C signals (e.g. trim bits and pixel masking) are provided by a PC.

The probecard contacted each bond pad of the ROC. If no major defect was present, the DAC

range of the four regulated supply voltages was tested and set to an acceptable value. The main

part of the test sequence was the testing of all 2'756 pixels resulting in a pixel map of the ROC

with dead pixels marked. They were categorized according to the pixel map in four groups:

• Good: at most 3 dead pixels, all voltages showed acceptable ranges

• Fair: between 3 dead pixels and two dead double columns, no major problems encountered

• Bad : more than 2 dead double columns or heavy problems with at least one internal voltage

• Dead: not working at all or drawing too much current

The test result and the yield is given in Table 11.6.

'Company in France which manufactures semi-conductors using the DMILL process.
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ROC Test Result

# of ROCs Yield

Category wafer #8 wafer #10 wafer #8 wafer # 10

Good 12 18 0.16 0.24

Fair 13 25 0.18 0.34

Bad 23 18 0.31 0.24

Dead 26 13 0.35 0.18

Table 11.6: Results of thc ROC testing for two wafers.

A weak point of the PSI 43 ROC is the rather moderate reference voltage. For stable ROC oper¬

ation it is essential to have equal and stable internal voltages for every ROC. Since the external

voltage varies due to cable resistances and ROC operation, internal voltage regulators were im¬

plemented. In order to work properly, these regulators need an independent reference voltage.

To achieve homogenous voltage settings for the pixel detector, the reference voltage needs to be

stable in time as well as identical in each ROC. In the PSI 43 ROC this reference voltage is off

its design value and differs from ROC to ROC. For single ROC operation the moderate reference

voltage was no major problem since little modifications on the single ROC setup compensate for

the wrong reference voltage. These small modifications were not possible in the module setup and

therefore another solution had to be found.

A closer look at the problem

Fig. 11.22 displays schematically the PSI 43 ROCs internal reference voltage generation. The ex¬

ternal supply voltages are the unregulated voltages. The internal block 'VrefSOUITe' generates the

primary reference voltage. This reference voltage is fed into a DAC, generating several secondary

reference voltages, one of them is used by the voltage regulators. Another one is responsible for

the DAC ranges and various other vital parts of the ROC. If thc primary reference voltage already

has a wrong value, all other voltages are off their design values as well and the DAC is working

only in a limited range or not at all. In both cases the operation of the ROC is extremely limited.

For monitoring reasons the Vvref voltage was routed to an external bond pad. If one adds a resistor

Rx between this pad and ground, one is able to adjust the reference value slightly. For decoupling

reasons a capacitor (C ~ IpF) is added in parallel. This so-called RC-Tower can be adjusted to

correct the reference voltage.

During the ROC testing four different values for R\ were used:

ffA = 1.5MÎÎ, 2Mfi, 2.4MO and 2.7MÎ2

For each ROC it was determined, which value of Bx (if any) was needed, in order to be able to
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Figure 11.22: Overview of the generation of the internal reference voltage of the ROC. The

Vrefsource block generates a primary reference voltage which is used by a digital DAC to de¬

rive the internal supply voltages Vee—, Vee-uvns an£l Vcc—dac- F°r the digital DAC to work

properly it is crucial, that the primary reference voltage is in the optimal working range of the

DAC. Via the monitoring pad an external RC-Tower can be added to correct for an offset of the

primary voltage.

use the full DAC range. Fig. 11.23 shows the four regulated supply voltages for two different Bx

of one ROC. Two boundary conditions need to be considered when choosing the correcting Rx:

• The digital voltage Vee- should be > 4800 mV

• The analog voltage V,, should be < 2000 mV

During the test sequence, we needed to choose the best Rx for each ROC. The distribution of Rx

are summarized in Table 1141.

Determination of Rx

Rx[MQ] none 1.5 2 2.4 2.7

working ROCs (96 total) 4 6 82 1 3

Table 11.7: Operational ROCs for different values of Rx-

For simplicity reasons only the values Rx — 1-5 Mil and Rx — 2M£2 were considered for the

assembly. Due to the actual position of the Vvr(.i bond pad we had to remove one decoupling

capacitor and replace it by the RC Tower.
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Figure 11.23: DAC ranges for PSI 43 ROC.

11.4 Module Assembly

The actual assembly begins after the ROC testing. Fig. 11.24 gives an overview of the assembly

steps. In the beginning the three major components (Baseplate, ROC/sensor and HDT) are pro¬

cessed in parallel. Each one needs an individual processing before they are assembled together.

1. Equipping the Baseplate
The decoupling capacitors are soldered to the baseplate. There are five capacitors and one

RC-Tower per chip, giving a total of 80 single soldering steps. For convenience the soldering

was done on a heating plate. In future the baseplate will be equipped automatically using

standard SMD4 capacitors.

SMD (surface mounted device) are commercial electronic devices such as resistors and capacitors of extremely

small size. They arc generally soldered directly to thc electronic board.
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Testing of ROCs and sensor

Baseplate equipping Bump-bonding ROC to sensor HDI equipping

t

Glue baseplate to sensor-ROC assembly HDI testing

Figure 11.24: Overview of the different steps for the assembly.

2. The Sensor - ROC sandwich

Both components are manufactured and delivered in wafers. For the next generation of

ROC wafers, an automatic test station is developped, testing the complete wafer in roughly
1 minute per ROC. For the PSI 43 ROCs this test station was not ready, and the reference

voltage required an individual adjustment of the test setup. Therefore the ROCs needed

to be diced before the testing. From now on, the ROCs are tested on the wafer, and then

processed as described below.

The bump-bonding technique was optimized for our purposes at PSI. The full procedure in¬

volves various steps and processings of the wafers. The sensor and ROC wafers are handled

almost identical.
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Figure 11.25: The bare Si wafer with Al bump-

bond pads. Both components are tested.

Figure 11.26: Photoresist ma-N 440 is applied,

roughly 6 pm thick.

tntitim C—Tl_

Figure 11.27: With a special mask, the bump-

bond openings A 20 pm) are exposed and de¬

veloped.

V$Z£tH i~ / lai&ai&a \ / $%$$n \

Figure 11.28: The Under Bump Metal (UBM) is

sputtered using the same mask layout. First a thin

layer of Titanium for adhesion and protection of

diffusion, followed by the main layer of Nickel

for adhesion to the Indium bumps. Finally a thin

layer of Gold to prevent the Nickel from oxida¬

tion.
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Figure 11.29: ROC wafer only: A total of 2 g In¬

dium is vapor deposited, resulting in a ~ 1.7 pm

thick layer of indium on the pads.

^OhHcS

Figure 11.30: ROC wafer only: The photoresist
is lifted off. The wafer is now ready for dicing.

HE3 H

Figure 11.31: Sensor wafer: The lift-off for the

sensor wafer is done after the UBM is sputtered.
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Figure 11.32: A second layer of photoresist is

applied to the sensor wafer (8 pm).
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Figure 11.33: A second mask is used for ex¬

posure of the photoresist with larger openings

(~ 40 pm) to apply more Indium.

&®&m \ 1 rand \ / m-md
.

Figure 11.34: A total of 4 g corresponding to

~ 3.4 //in thick layer of Indium is vapor de¬

posited onto the sensor wafer.
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Figure 11.35: The remaining photoresist is re¬

moved. The sensor wafer is now ready for dic¬

ing.

Figure 11.36: The sensor element is reflowed.

This happens in a Nitrogen-HCOOH atmosphere

and the sensor is heated to about 150° for 45

seconds. The Indium forms a bump of roughly

20 pm diameter.

Figure 11.37: The next step is the actual bump-

bonding of the ROC and the sensor. Therefore

the sensor is placed into the bonding machine,

and the ROC is aligned in a careful procedure

over the sensor. After the ROC was placed in

position, a pressure of 4 kg is applied for 1 - 2

minutes. The Indium bumps are pressed together
for a first mechanical connection. This procedure

is repeated for all 16 ROCs.

Figure 11.38: Finally, the complete sensor-ROC

sandwich is reflowed again. This causes the

Indium to melt and combine the two layers

strengthening the mechanical connection. There

is also some self-alignment taking place: the In¬

dium bumps align themselves to the bump-bond

pads on the sensor and the ROCs, aligning the

ROCs relative to each other to an accuracy of

2 pm.

8 a i|
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After reflowing the sensor-ROC sandwich, thc mechanical strength of the bump-bonds is

tested in a 'Pull-Up test'. Therefore we pull with 200 g at each ROC from the backside as

illustrated in Fig. 11.39. If the bump-bonding or the reflow didn't work due to misalignment,

contaminations etc., the ROC will detach from the sensor. Otherwise the module can cope

with more than 3 kg only with the bump-bonds!

200 g

Figure 11.39: The Pull-Up test is used to monitor the quality of the bump bonds.

3. Equipping the HDI

In several steps, the two cables and the various chips (LVDS Repeater and Termination

Chips) are glued to the HDI and wire-bonded. The time consuming part is the fact, that

after each part was glued to the HDI, the glue needs roughly 12 hours to harden and only

afterwards the wire-bonding can take place to connect the cables and the chips electrically

to the HDI.

After wire-bonding, the HDI is tested in a laboratory setup. Criterias are the individual

currents that the module draws as well as the distribution of power and control signals

to all corresponding ROC pads. Thc LVDS Repeater and Termination Chips are tested as

well. The main problems encountered were shortcuts in the power distribution, disconnected

signal lines (Fig. 11.40) or defect Repeater Chips. If shortcuts are present, the HDI will not

be considered any longer for the assembly. Except for thc 2 cables, nothing can be recycled

for further use. Disconnected lines are sometimes repairable with soldering paste. Defect

Repeater Chips or Termination Chips are replaced. Due to very narrow wire-bond pads on

the HDI, a chip shouldn't be replaced more then once.

4. Combine Sensor-ROC and Baseplate
The next step is to glue the sensor-ROC sandwich onto the baseplate. The glue was applied

drop by drop to the baseplate. After the sensor was placed on the baseplate, an additional

weight of 230 g was applied, to keep the sensor in position during the hardening of the glue.

5. The HDI is added

Now the HDI is glued to the sensor. Since thc HDI is already fully equipped and wire-

bonded, a special vacuum tool was designed, to hold the HDI while aligning it to the sensor.

Again the glue is applied drop by drop and the HDI is kept in place by additional weights

during the hardening. The difficulty is to control the two cables, which dominate the me¬

chanical behaviour of the HDI. Therefore we tied them to a small metal extension to the

vacuum block holding the HDI.
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Figure 11.40: An HDI defect observed on a module.

6. Bending of the flaps

As a final glueing process we had to bend down the flaps of the HDI to the ROC. This

involves two 12-hour-periods for hardening of thc glue. Since the procedure was rather

complicated and time-consuming, we decided to skip this step for further modules, and cut

off the flaps. This was also motivated, due to the fact, that the next generation modules will

not have these flaps.

Nevertheless, removing the flaps brings an important change to the assembly: The wire-

bonds connecting the ROC to the HDI will now run from the ROC up to the sensor. To

minimize the bondlcngth and for practical reasons, the new bond pads on the HDI are as

close to the edge of the sensor as possible. Since there are no bump-bonds underneath the

sensor edges, there is a reasonable risk of breaking the bumps by leverage. To avoid damage

we had to ensure the mechanical stability under the sensor's edge. This was achived by

adding some glue underneath the sensor after bump-bonding and glueing the sensor-ROC

sandwich to the baseplate (Fig. 11.41).

Figure 11.41: After the removal of the HDI flaps, the wire bonds have to made on the sensor.

For mechanical stability it was necessary to fill the gap between the sensor and the ROC (arrow)

underneath the new bond pads with glue. This is done between step 4 and 5
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Finally the ROCs are wire-bonded to the HDI pads. Fig. 11.42 shows the first Pixel Barrel Module

using the PSI 43 DMILL Readout Chips assembled at PSI.

Figure 11.42: Prototype Module of the CMS Pixel Barrel Detector using the PSI 43 readout chip.
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11.5 Module Test Setup

The module test setup is shown schematically in Fig 11.43. The same setup is also used to test the

fully equipped HDI during the assembly. The pattern generator provides the essential differential

control signals (Clock (CLK), Calibrate (CAL), Trigger (TRIG), Reset (RES) and the Readout

Token Bit (RTB)) in a well defined sequence while the PC is used to program the ROCs by I2C.

The supply voltage is set at -8 V which is regulated on the testboard to the required supply voltages

for the ROCs. The module is mounted on a large aluminum block for basic cooling.

Scope *

Kapton cable

Power cable Regulators

Interface
Power supply

Pattern Generator

Figure 11.43: Test setup for modules. The components for the control signals (pattern generator

and PC), power supply and the analog readout (août) are identical as for the ROC test setup from

Fig. 11.21. The testboard was also taken from the ROC setup but the interface had to be changed.

Instead of the probecard, the capton cable and the power cable were used to broadcast the signals

and supply voltages. Thc module itself is mounted on a large aluminum block for cooling purpose.

11.5.1 Impedance Matching

The control signals are sent through various different transmission lines from the generator to the

module. Every time the state on the transmission line changes, there is an electric reflection due

to an impedance mismatch. These reflections disturb the signal significantly (see Fig. 11.48). To

reduce these disturbances, we had to adjust the impedance. The important transmission lines are

the testboard (incl. the interface) and the kapton cable.
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How to match impedance jumps?

For our purpose, it is sufficient to reduce the disturbances at the end of thc transmission line,

so-called back termination. This approach does have reflections coming from the module, but at

every new transmission line, the reflections are properly terminated (on the way back). We don't

care about reflections travelling backwards, as long as the forward signal is not disturbed.

The easiest termination is achieved by resistors. Assuming two transmission lines, with Zy >

Z2, the impedance is matched by adding a resistor in parallel Rp (Fig. 11.44(a)). Proper back

termination requires

_L^i- +
^_ (11.4)

Z2 Zy Rp

Back termination means, that the reflection coming from the test point (TP) is properly termi¬

nated. The signal coming from the Generator may be reflected, its reflection will be terminated at

the other end.

If Zy < Z2 a resistor is placed serial (Fig. 11.44(b)) and requires

Z2 = Zi + Rs (11-5)

Zy Z2 Z\ Rs Z2

o~~" y r r> ) (> ~> i i—k>
.

>

Generator 4 TP Generator TP

Rp

(a) Z-i > Zz (b) Zi < Z',

Figure 11.44: A simple impedance matching with parallel (left) and serial (right) resistor.

The most general resistive impedance match is shown in Fig. 11.45. This configuration allows

not only to adjust the impedance, but also to regulate the voltage levels for digital signals. The

boundary conditions arc given by

Zy = R\ + {Ri\\(R2 + Z2)\\RA) (11.6)

Z2 = A2 + (iî3||(iîi + ^i)||iÎ4) (11-7)

Since wc need only back termination, we don't need the resistor R2. The last boundary conditions

are the voltage levels for the signals. The components on the HDI require roughly 200 mV between

logic high and logic low for proper operation. The easiest approach is to interpret the termination

resistors as voltage divider. For the two states (logic high and logic low from the generator) wc

get the two states shown in Fig. 11.46.
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Figure 11.45: The most general impedance match using resistors.
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Figure 11.46: Voltage divider

Assuming no current is lost towards the module, the boundary conditions are given by

Vd
=

R:i + (R)\\R4)

VH Th

Vo
=

Ry + (Ry\\R«)

VL Bi\\Rz

(11.8)

(11.9)

In our case, we have the first impedance jump at the entrance to the testboard (Z\ = 50 Ü —> Z2 =

73 Q) and the second impedance jump between the testboard and the kapton cable (Zy — 73 ÎÎ —>

Z2 = 22 Q). Eventually we ended up with the configuration shown in Fig. 11.47. Thc voltage

levels are Vu = -1.38 V and VL = -1.58 V with AV = 200 mV as required.
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Figure 11.47: The configuration of the impedance matching as it is done for the test setup of the

prototype PSI 43 module.

Fig. 11.48 shows a CLK line on thc HDI before the impedance match and after. The improvement
is clearly visible.
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Figure 11.48: The clock line before (upper curve) and after (lower curve) the impedance matching.
The voltage difference for the lower curve corresponds to the required 200 mV.
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11.6 Results

A total of 6 modules were assembled. First a dummy prototype, followed by three first generation

modules and finally two mechanical studies with thinned ROCs. Among the three first generation

modules one caused major troubles while wire-bonding and was therefore never operational. The

remaining two modules were tested electrically. Both modules were basically working and passed

the RTB through the ROC and returned it properly. The analog readout signal showed for the first

time all expected Ultrablacks (Chip headers) (Fig. 11.49).

refc Run 1OOMS/5 Sample
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M 400ns CM J 2 04 V 7 Aug 2003

Math! lOOmv 800ns

(a) Module 3 (b) Module 4

Figure 11.49: All Ultrablacks for the two operational first generation modules. The last ROC on

Module 3 was defect and therefore unable to send its header while Module 4 sends all 16 chip

headers !

11.6.1 Assembly Line

During the assembly of the first generation modules, many improvements were extracted for future

designs and components. But we also learned what mechanical tools are necessary for mass pro¬

duction of the 800 modules needed for the full Barrel. This know-how leads to the development

of an assembly line, consisting of 6 tools and various smaller aids for efficient module production.

Together with the improvements in design and material, the future capacity of module production

is expected to be four modules per day.

11.6.2 Sensor Leakage Current

Mechanical stress and deformations have an impact on the leakage currents of the Silicon sensor.

Both happen during the assembly as well as during installation and operation of the modules. To

measure the influence of the assembly on the leakage current, two modules with thinned ROCs

were assembled, using thc new assembly line at PSI. The major assembly steps for the sensor are:
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1. Dicing

2. Bump-bonding of the ROC, including reflow and pull-up test

3. Wire-bonding the ROC to the HDI

4. Thermal cycling

At CMS, thc pixel detector is supposed to be operated at -10°C. As a first prototype experiment,

the modules were heated to 30°C and cooled to -20CIC in a thermal cycle, repeated 10 times for

about 24 hours.

The leakage current was measured after each major assembly step and is shown in Fig. 11.50.
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Figure 11.50: Leakage current of two modules with thinned ROCs after the major assembly steps

and the thermal cycling. The bump-bonding induces a healing which reduced the leakage current

w.r.t. to the diced sensors. The further assembly steps and the thermal cycling lead to an increased

leakage current but still within a tolerable range.
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As a very obvious result, the leakage curent does not increase dramatically. The assembly line

being at room temperature followed by cooling to -I0°C seems to be save.

As one would expect every step to stress the sensor, it is quite interesting to see a decrease after

bump-bonding. It can be explained by the reflow procedure. Healing the sensor to 150°C has

some healing effects and causes a decrease in the leakage current.



Appendix A

Cross Section Tables

Cross Section for (t) = -0.01 GeV2

Diffractive

yp > p()Y

Elastic

yp -> p°p

Proton-dissociative

yp -> p[)Y

[GeVl

lia-rn/dl,

[/jWGoV2]

<7stat asyh d(T"ii'/dt

[pb/Gc.V'2\

Cstat Tfiys iW/dt

[//h/GeV2|

fstrtt "hys.

21.5

24.5

27.5

31.0

35.5

40.5

46.0

52.0

58.0

65.0

74.2262

74.2767

81.1206

79.0379

84.7713

88.8994

92.7448

99.5798

101.5258

106.8372

±1.5

±1.7

±1.9

±1.7

±1.7

±2.0

±2.0

±2.2

±2.4

±2.5

1 1 7

-1,7

| 0.75

-CI.81

| I) 94

-0.98

1 l.U

-1 0

+ 1.1

-I.I

+0 8fi

-0.89

+0.71

-0.7.r)

+0.82
-0 89

+ 1-2

- 1.2

+3.0
- ,'i.n

62.2399

63.3733

71.0218

67.6983

73.9449

78.1092

82.0087

88.3209

91.3239

96.0139

±1.5

±1.7

±1.9

±1.7

±1.8

±2.0

±2.0

±2 2

±2.4

±2.5

1 2.3

-2.4

1 1.9

-2.0

1 1 9

-2.0

|2,4
-2.4

+ 2,1

-2.2

+2-1
-2.2

+2 0

-2. 1

+2.0
-2.1

+ 2.0

-2.0

+ 3.0

11.9863

10.9034

10.0988

11.3395

10.8264

10.7902

10.7361

11.2588

10.2020

10.8233

±0.56

±0.56

±0.56

±0.58

±0,56

±0.59

±0.59

±0.64

±0.64

±0.67

+ 2.7

-2 fi

+2.4
-2.1

+2,2
— 2.2

+2,4
-2.4

+2.4

-2X

-| 2.3

+ 2..-Î

• 2 3

+ 2.S

-2.1

+ 2.2

2.2

4 2 4

-2.4

Table A.l: Cross sections for 0.00 < \L\ < 0.02 GeV2
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Cross Section for (t) = -0.03 GeV2

Diffractive

rp -+ p»y

Elastic

rp -> p°p

Proton-dissociative

yp —» püY

(W7I.)

[GeVl

dni>ydi

[/ib/GeV2l

Cstat Csys dffTP/d/.

[ßb/GeV2]

°hl,at Csys d{T'"'/dt

fotb/OV2J

Cstat <T3ys

21.5

24.5

27.5

31.0

35.5

40.5

46.0

52.0

58.0

65.0

62.0832

63.8621

67.1516

68.7926

69.5310

73.1663

78,1203

80.0969

84.9680

86.6060

±1.1

±1.1

±1.4

±1.4

±1.1

±1.2

±1.3

±1.4

±1.6

±1,6

+ 1-4

- 1.4

+0 53

-n.SB

+0 !>r>

-0.98

1 1.1

-1 1

I 1.0

-1.0

i 1.0

-1.1

1 1.0

-1.0

1-1.4
-1.3

1 1 «

-1.7

1 a.l

-2,9

52.9255

52.6543

57,6020

58.1040

60.5013

64.2424

67.8952

70.4209

73.4172

76.0517

±1.1

±1.1

±1.4

±1.3

±1.1

±1.2

±1,3

±1.4

±1.6

±1.6

+2.3
-2.4

+2 3

-2.4

+ 2.0

- 2. 1

~| 2.2

-2.4

1 1.7

-1.9

| IX

-1.5

| 1.5

-1,6

1 1,0

-1,1

- 1 5

1 2,2

- 2.2

9.1577

11.2078

9.5496

10.6886

9.0298

8.9239

10.2251

9.6760

11.5508

10.5543

±0.39

±0.43

±0.44

±0.46

±0,37

±0.39

±0.42

±0,43

±0.51

±0.48

4 2 0

- 1.9

+ 2.S

-2 4

1 2.1

-2.1

I 2,4

-2.3

I 2.1

-2 0

I 2 1

-2 0

+2,4

-2.3

+2.3
— 2.2

1 2 K

-2.6

+2 6

-2.4

Table A.2: Cross sections for 0.02 < \t\ < 0.05 GcV2

Cross Section for {t) = -0.07 GeV2

Diffractive

yp --> pl)Y

Elastic

yp -> pQp

Proton-dissociative

IP ~^ P°Y

r(i.;V]

do-T'Vdt

l/ib/GoV2J

Cstat (T^vs do-TJ'/d/.

[/tb/GeV2l

"stat <7sys doX/'/di

f/tb/CoV2J

Cstat Tnyh

24.0

26.5

29.5

33.0

37,5

4.3.0

49.5

56.5

63.0

70,0

47.9534

48,5480

50.5837

49.9999

53.4148

55.2898

57.5152

59.9429

65.9733

62.5116

±1,3

±1.0

±1.1

±1.1

±0.89

±0.91

±0.93

±1.2

±1.3

±1.3

I 0.35

-0.36

+0.61

-0.62

+0.87
-0 90

+0.90
-0.92

+0.80
-0.81

+O.RH
-0.87

1 1.1

-1.0

+ 1.4

i a

I 2.3

I 3.3

-3.2

39.7027

40.3899

42.0752

42.1183

45.9532

47.5208

49.7845

52.1014

57.8331

54.9676

±1.2

±1.00

±1.1

±1.0

±0.88

±0.90

±0.92

±1.2

±1.3

±1,3

f 1 7

-1.9

1-1.7
- 1.9

+ 1.7

-1.9

+ 1.5

- 1.7

+ 1.3

- 1 5

+ 1.1

- 1 3

+ 0.84

-1 1

+0.75
-0.9<>

1 1 3

-1.5

|2.4

8.2507

8.1581

8.5086

7.8816

7.4616

7,7690

7.7306

7.8416

8.1402

7.5439

±0,40

±0.35

±0.37

±0.35

±0.30

±0.31

±0.31

±0.36

±0.38

±0.36

1 1 9

-1.8

+ 1.9

- 1.8

+ 2.0

- 1.9

+ 1.9

1 7

+ 1.8

- 1.«

+ 1.9

-1.7

|20
-1.8

f2.0
-l.K

| 2 2

-1.9

1 2,1

- 1 8

Table A.3: Cross sections for 0.05 < |*| < 0.09 GeV2
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Cross Section for (/) = -0.12 GeV2

Diffractive

yp -> p°Y

Elastic

yp -> p()p

Proton-dissociative

yp —> p[)Y

(wy

[GeVl

dal"/dl

[//b/GeV2]

Cblal <7î,ys dcr'fv/di

[ßh/GcV2]

Cst-it Thy h da~tydt

[/yb/GoV2J

Ostat Tsy.s

24.0

26.5

29.5

33.0

37.5

43.0

49.5

56.5

63.0

70.0

30.2775

31.6162

31.7501

31.9064

32.8234

34,2480

35.7938

37.6564

38.6866

38.5089

±0.81

±0.54

±0.72

±0.68

±0.66

±0.55

±0.57

±0.65

±0.78

±0.79

+0 29

-0.30

+0 42

. 0.13

+0 59

-0.SI

+0.60

O.fil

fO.fiO
-0.62

1 0.63

-0,62

1 0.78

-0.74

1 1 1

-1.0

1 1 5

-1 4

| 2 2

-2 0

24.4110

26.1667

25.7470

25.6446

26.7759

28.0624

29,7828

31.1841

32,9264

32.2859

±0.77

±0,53

±0,70

±0.65

±0.64

±0.53

±0.56

±0.63

±0.76

±0.77

1 l.f.

-1,3

+ 1,5

-1.2

+ 1.6

-1 3

+ 1.6

- 1 3

+ 1.5

- 1 1

+ 1 4

-0.98

+ 1 4

- 0.75

+ 1 1

-0.67

+ I.5

0.77

+ I.9

- 1.3

5.8666

5.4494

6.0031

6.2618

6.0474

6,1855

6.0110

6,4723

5.7601

6,2230

±0,27

±0,20

±0.25

±0.24

±0.23

±0.21

±0.21

±0.23

±0.24

±0.25

! 1.3

-1 6

+ 1.2

- 1.6

(1.4
-1.7

+ 1.4

-1.7

+ 1 4

- 1.7

+ 1 -r>

-1 8

+ 1 .5

- 1.8

+ 1.6

- 1.9

+ 1.5

- 1 9

+ 1-7

-2.0

Table A.4: Cross sections for 0.09 < \t\ < 0.16 GeV2

Cross Section for (*> = -0.19 GeV2

Diffractive

yp —» p{)Y

Elastic

yp —> p[)p

Proton-dissociative

rp —> p°Y

(wy

[GeVl

d^T/'/dt

|/jb/GeV2l

Cat.r]t. Thyh da~»'/dl

[/ib/GcV2]

<?stat ^sys do-T'Vd/.

|/*b/GeV2]

Ohtsl, dsys

26.0

33.0

42.0

53.5

67.5

18.1357

19.8102

20.1126

21.4902

23.2163

±0.40

±0.42

±0.44

±0.46

±0.55

( 0.26

-0,27

t 0,39

-0,40

+0.44
-0.43

+0 72

0.66

| 1.3

-1.1

14.1460

15.8119

16.0143

17.6643

18.4529

±0.38

±0.40

±0.42

±0.45

±0.52

+ i.i

-0.98

+ 1.1

0.91

| 1,0

-0,78

| 0,99

-0,52

+ 1,1

-0.7.5

3.9897

3.9983

4.0983

3.8259

4.7634

±0.17

±0.17

±0.17

±0,17

±0.21

+0.99
- 1.1

+ 1.0

- 1.2

1 1.1

-1.3

4 l.l

-1,3

t 1.4

-1.5

Table A.5: Cross sections for 0.16 < \t\ < 0.22 GeV2
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Cross Section for (/) = -0.26 GeV2

Diffractive

yp --> p{)Y

Elastic

yp - p°p

Proton-dissociative

yp — p°Y

(\vy

|GeVl

dcrTP/dl

l^b/GeV2]

Cstat "sys do-TP/d/.

1/tb/GeV-l

"X„it, "sys

[/tb/GeV'-'l

Tst.at 03VS

26.0

33.0

42.0

53.5

67.5

10.9512

11.7449

11.9044

12.8561

13.3057

±0.27

±0.28

±0.30

±0.25

±0.28

1 0.20

— 0,26

4 0,28

-0,28

| 0 35

-0 33

| 0 54

-0.47

+0 88

0.7«

8.0059

8.4173

8.6763

9.7922

9.7966

±0.26

±0.27

±0.29

±0.24

±0.26

+ 0.80

-0.71

I 0.82

-0.73

4 0.72

-0.59

+0.H5

-0 40

+0.68
-0.12

2.9453

3.3276

3.2281

3.0639

3.5091

±0.13

±0.14

±0.15

±0.12

±0.14

1 0.71

-0.81

(-0,84
-0.91

1 0.87

-0.92

| 0 88

-0.94

4 1.1

-1.1

Table A.6: Cross sections for 0.22 < |/,| < 0.30 GeV

Cross Section for (t) = -0.38 GeV2

Diffractive Elastic Proton-dissociative

yp > p°Y yp —> pap 4P - p°Y

{wy drr-IP/dl. "slat <7sys do-^/dt "m ,,t. "Xys da'if/dt ""ht.ii. (Tsys

IGeVl f/ib/GeV2] 1/ib/GeV2] |^b/GeV2l

26.0 4.6749 ±0.12 | 0.20

-0.20
2.6125 ±0.11

+0 51

-0.57
2.0624 ±0.085

| 0.58

-0 53

33.0 5.0653 ±0.12
) 0.20

-0.20
2.8725 ±0.11

+0 50

-0.57
2.1928 ±0.084

( 0.66

-0.58

42.0 5.5820 ±0.13
(-0.27
-0.25

3.2306 ±0.12 4 0.48

-0,56
2.3514 ±0.090

+ 0.76

-0.65

53.5 5.7200 ±0.13
+0.36
-0.31

3.3889 ±0.12 I 0,41

-0.49
2.3311 ±0.088

+0.82

-0 67

67.5 5.6643 ±0.16 | 0.50

-0 41
3.3457 ±0.14 +0.36

-0.43
2,3186 ±0.10 | 0.89

-0.70

Tal-»le A.7: Cross sections for 0.30 < \l\ < ().50GeV2

Cross Section for (t) = -0.58 GeV2

Diffractive

yp -> p°Y

Elastic

rp —» p{)p

Proton-dissociative

yp -> p°Y

[GcV!

do/At

|£ib/GeV2l

Tt,%;A ""„yh do"»'/dt

[ßb/GeV2]

Cstat Osyi, dtr-ti'/dt

[ßb/GcX2]

<7st;H Thy;,

26.0

33.5

43.0

55.0

69.5

1.6553

1.7522

1.9533

2.0462

1.9534

±0.079

±0.072

±0.082

±0.084

±0.094

4-0.13
-0.13

4 0 1 3

-0.13

| 0.15

-0, 14

1 0.20

-0.17

+0.25
-0 19

0.3628

0.5149

0.5493

0.51.37

0.4968

±0.073

±0.067

±0.077

±0.078

±0.087

+0.54
-0.37

+0.54
-0.39

+0.59

- 0.44

+0.62

-0 48

I 0.58

-0 46

1.2925

1.2372

1.4039

1.5325

1.4566

±0.088

±0.077

±0.089

±0.094

±0.10

+ 0.39

-0.5<>

+ 0 45

-0.57

| 0 5f>

-0.66

| 0.67

-0.72

+0,70

-0.70

Table A.8: Cross sections for 0.50 < \t\ < 0.70 GeV"
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Cross Section for (/) = -0.81 GeV2

Diffractive Elastic Proton-dissociative

yp - > p{)Y yp -> fpp yp -> p"Y

<W7P> dir""'/ill ""si at @sy^ da~i'>/dt Cstat "sys do-T/'/d/ Cstat "SJH

IGeVl Uib/GvV2] ^b/CrV-'j [fiblGcW2]

26 0 0 5562 ±0.038 | 0 083

-U 083
-

- " 0.4487 ±0.045
+0 1 f

-0 21

33 5 0 6645 ±0 036 | 0 086

-0 086
-

- " 0.5796 ±0.047
I 0 1 3

-0 30

43.0 0 6789 ±0 040
+0 08 I

0 075
- -

" 0 6093 ±0 053
+0 1 1

-0 31

55 0 0.6960 ±0 043
+0 087

-0 072
- - 0.6647 ±0 058

I 0 12

0 13

69 5 0.7740 ±0 051
I 0 11

-0 085
- - " 0 6798 ±0 064

+U 21

-0 «i

Talîle A.9: Cross sections for 0.70 < \t\ < .00 GeV2

Cross Section for (t) = -1.16 GcV2

Diffractive

yp - > p°Y

Elastic

yp -> p°p

Proton-dissociative

yp -x p[)Y

(wy

[GeV|

da~*v/dt

lMb/GeV2|

"si ,il "sys daiP/dl

Utb/GeV2]

"si al (Tsys da-'v/dl

|^b/GeV2l

"slat <TSy,

26.5

33.5

44 0

57.5

75 0

0 5562

0.6645

0 6789

0 6960

0.7740

±0 038

±0 036

±0 040

±0.043

±0.051

+0 08 i

- 0 083

+0 086

0 086

+ 0 081

- 0 075

+0 087

-0 072

+ 0 11

-0 085

-

-

0 4487

0 5796

0 6093

0 6647

0.6798

±0 045

±0 047

±0 053

±0.058

±0.064

| 0 13

-0 24

4 0 13

-0 30

I 0 14

-0 31

I 0 12

-0 33

I 0 21

-0 36

Table A. 10: Cross sections for 1.00 < |/| < 1.50 GeV2

Cross Section for (/> = -1.66 GcV2

Diffractive

yp —» p°Y

Elastic

yp -x (Pp

Proton-dissociative

yp —> (Py

(wy

[GcV]

do-TP/df

[/yb/Gi-V2]

""st.Il "sys daiP/dt

|^h/GoV2J

"si al <7sys do-TP/dt

f^h/GeV2]

"si,Il "sys

27 5

35 0

46.0

60.5

79.5

0 5562

0.6645

0 6789

0.6960

0.7740

±0.038

±0.036

±0 040

±0.043

±0 051

( 0 083

-0 083

f 0 086

-0 086

| 0 081

-0 075

( 0 087

-0 072

+0 II

-0 085

-

-

-

0 4487

0 5796

0 6093

0 6647

0 6798

±0 045

±0.047

±0.053
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I 0 13

-U 24

I 0 13

-0 30

1 0 14

-0 31

I 0 12

-0 33

+0 21

-0 if>

Table A.ll: Cross sections for 1.50 < |r| < 2.00 GeV2
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Cross Section for (t) = -2.23 GeV2

Diffractive

yp —> (PY

Elastic

yp - (Pp

Proton-dissociative

yp —> p{>Y

(wy

fGeVl

dot»/dt

|//b/GeV2l

OT-t.it "sys d"T''/d/

[;yb/GoV2J

<7st at Csys dcrlP/dl

[/yb/G<-V2]

"slat 0"syh

27 5

35 0

46 0

60 5

79 5

0 5562

0 6645

0 6789

0 6960

0 7740

±0 038

±0 036

±0 040

±0 043

±0 051

+0 083

-0 083

+0 086

-0 086

+ 0 08 1

-0 075

+0 087

-0 072

+0 1 1

-0 085

-

- -

0 4487

0 5796

0 6093

0 6647

0 6798

±0 045

±0 047

±0 053

±0 058

±0 064

1 0 Li

-0 24

1 0 13

-0 30

+0 M

0 Î1

+0 12

-0 ii

(-0 21

-0 Î6

Table A. 12: Cross sections for 2.00 < \t\ < 3.00 GeV2
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